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d)e Pirtorp #rist
dtofntptigljtf) anniliersarj' iJmntjcr
PUBLISHED BY THE
Classes of 1920 antJ 1921
Volume XXII MCMXX
Kingston : : : : i\fjobt Ssilanli

ECAUSE THIS EDITION IS ESSENTIALLY
CONCERNING THOSE WHO ANSWERED
THEIR NATION'S CALL, AND REPRESENTS
A HUMBLE EFFORT TO EXPRESS OUR DEEPEST
APPRECIATION OF THEIR WORK. THIS VICTORY
NUMBER OF THE GRIST IS DEDICATED TO -
UIl;0Br Klfobr j)ala>t^ Men \alfo mabe
tl|P Sprrmp Siarrtfirr
1

CCORDINC TO OLD ESTABLISHED CUSTOMS NO ANNUAL
SHOULD BE PRESENTED WITHOUT SOME WORD OF
APOLOGY OR EXPLANATION. WE BOW TO THAT TIME-
HONORED TRADITION.
IN THIS EDITION THE EDITORS HAVE STRIVEN TO COM
BINE A YEAR-BOOK WITH A MEMORIAL TO RHODE ISLAND'S
PARTICIPANTS IN THE GREAT STRUGGLE. IT IS MANIFESTLY
IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE THE RECORDS HEREIN CONTAINED
EXACT OR COMPLETE FROM SUCH DATA AS ARE AVAILABLE.
AND DOUBTLESS WE HAVE SLIGHTED SOME WHO ARE ALL-
DESERVING. HOWEVER. WE SINCERELY CRAVE THE PARDON
OF ANY WHO MAY HAVE JUST CAUSE TO COMPLAIN. AND
AT LEAST HOPE THAT THE ASSEMBLED MATERIAL HAS BEEN
PRESENTED IN AN INTERESTING AND CONSISTENT MANNER.
a
3^i)otie islantl ^tate College
Corporation
Ho.N. Walter E. Ranger, Pres.., State Com. of Schools, ex-officio. . . .Providence
Hon. Zenas W. Bliss, Vice-President Providence Co., Providence
Hon. Robert S. Burlingame, Clerk and Treasurer Newport Co., Newport
Hon. Thomas G. Mathewson Kent Co., East Greenwich
Hon. Charles Estes Bristol Co., Warren
Hon. Rowland Hazard W ashington Co., Peace Dale
Hon. Philip A. Money, Member of State Board of Agriculture Exeter
LUCY COMINS TUCKER
Registrar
fteabg of Coursiesi
PROFESSOR R. L. WALES, B.S.
Engineering
PR01'ES.SOR G. E. ADAMS. M. Agr.
Agricullure
HOWARD EDWARDS, A. M.. LL.D.
President
PROFESSOR JOHN BARLOW. A. M.
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Mm
lish and Modern Languages, .Michigan .\gricullural College, 1890-1906; LL. D., Univer
sitv of .\rkansas, 1891 ; Leave of absence in France and England, 1891-1892; Entered upon
diiii.,, .,> Pri-Mja.! ..f Rh..,!,. MaiiJ Slau- C,.)k:^i: |.r,; I.L, D., Broun University. |.)14.
MAKr:' ! I ' > I /',- ;,.,- , R,any
Lai)..iatur>, LiiivcrsiL) of Micliig.*n, t)i93-ltty4i Appointed Professor of Botan>, 1895.
John Bari.ow, A. M Professor of Zoology
AT; tBR; *K*; B. S., Middlebur)- College, 189;; A. \1 Kr,,..vn I ..Iv.r.iiv. 1896;
Assistant Biologist, R. I. Experiment Station, 1898; Prof.-. .,.,m Col
lege, 1898-1901; Appointed Profcssorof Zoologj', Rhode Isl . 1.
Marshall Henry Tvi.tu, I'.. S ' .Mathematics
OAX; U.S.. .\ii,i, .-. Instructor at Sl, \; \i.polnli-d
\\,.u; ,.i I'r.p.u.. p..intcd Professor. I
Geori;].: I'.mvARD .\i. I \ / 0/ .'Igronomy
PIK; B.S.. Rhode Llinj St.ru- Collepe, 1894; Student. C.iti. II I nn -.r.,i > . .897 and
1899-1901; .-\ssistant in Horticulture, R. I. Experiment Station. 1S95-11J01; .-\ssistant in
Agriculture, 1901-1906; .\ssociate in Agronomy, igo6; Stale Statistical .\gcnt, C S.
Department ,-i A--ri.n;iur.-. LWI; ,\pr-jintcd Pn.r.-ssor ..f X.-ii, ,.; .n-. vr.-.
Samuel Hai<- ' ' ' ' ! Engineering
? K*; 1 ! ll Sclu)l.
-.Michigan, I I . > - - ' 1,1- nl. Leland
Stanford L iiiver>uy. ,.,u,-ivo4. ii. .^.. ln,>L-,sM,v 01 s, ,,,00; lns,,Niioi of Civil
Engineering, Oltlaiioma State College, 1907; Appointed Professor of Civil Engineering,
1907.
Royal Linfield Wales, B. S Professor of Mechanical Engineering
A.\A; B.S., Massachusetts In - ,- il - In I . ; In.;-..- .: . Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 1902-1904; In - '.I I . North Carolina State
College, 1904-1905; .Assistant I' - I I . -L-rtng, University of
Tennessee, 1905-1908; .\ppi.in;..i 1'- n r : 'W. .\. .:. .< 1 n.nirfring. 1908; Dean of
Deparlment ol KnL-in.-.-.i.iL-. loot;.
Burt I.a\v.s IIartwi-ii.. I'h. O Professor of Agricultural Chemistry
CSC; Si; .I'K't.: li S,. Massachusetts Agricultural Collet.- and Bosl.n. University,
l-Siw; M. S.. .Massadii.s.-i Is Agricultural College, 1900; PIi 1' i
' '
f Pennsyl
vania, 1903; .Appjinted llrsi .Assistant Chemist, R. I. Expeiin 1 \ppointed
Associate Chemist. UK)!; Pr..fessor of Agricultural Chcmi \ Director
of B'.xperimcnt Station. 1912.
HER.MAN Churchill, .\. M Professor uj Rhetoric and Composition
BHII; *7.G; *C*; A. B., Syracuse University, 1894; Summer Sessions. Chautauqua,
\. \.: Chicago Universitv; A. M . Universitv of Wisconsin, 1902; Instructor of English
in .Academic Schools, 1894-1.101; I-., -li-h n,-..,.riment. Northwestern University, Evans-
town, III., 1903-1907; tieaii M I ment. Southwestern College, Winfield,
Kan., 1907-1909; Head of 1- : Nebr.aska Wesleyan University, 1909-
1912; Appointed Professor oil' .ilion, Igi2.
RdODE-151AND jrA[E-LlDGE
I'lllLLli' IS. IIauley, Ph. D I'r-.-ssor of Bacteriology
.iU; ::*; *K*i Ph. B., Brown Universitv, kk ; - I niversilv, 1908;
Biologist. Rhode Island State Fish Commission. ; Bacteriologist,
City of Providence, 1906-1908; Chief of Division . ; . rriiiient Station,
1908; .Appointed Professor of Bacteriology, 1913.
Bessie E. Bemis, B. S Profcisor ,,i lline Economics
ON; B. S., Michigan Agricultural College, 1905; Instructor in ll.ni. 1,. : n.i.s. Michi
gan ,\jri.uliu.al C.ill.-^-.-. ic)05-l.jo8; Student, Teacher's College. Ciluiiilna. ujoU; Instruc-
l,n .- I -talc C.--11CCC. |..)OS-I9IO; Instructor in Home Economics,
Ul I ,11: ioi;-loi;. Acting head of Department, University
ol ' i -in-.mn-i. Universitv HichSch.Kil, 1915-1916; Director
.,((. ' ; I I I -. I'n. lessor of 11. . mo Economics, Rhode Island State College,
1917-
JoiiN Everett Ladd, M. S. A Professor of Animal Husbandry
eX; AZ; B. S., New Hampshire State College, 1913; M. S. A. at Purdue, Indiana, 1917;
.Appointed Professor of Animal Husbandry at Rhode Island State College, 1918.
Charles Carroll, LL. B., A. M., Ph. D.
Professor of School Law and Administration
? B K; A. B., Brown University, 1898; Harvard Law School, LL. B., 1901; Brown Univer
sity A. M., 1913; Ph. D., 1913; Instructor at Rhode Island Normal School, 1916;
Appointed Professor of School Law and Administration at Rhode Island State College,
1919; Assistant to Commissioner ol Rhode Island Schools, 1916; Deputy State Director
Vocational Education, 1919.
Grace E. Bird, Ph. D Prfc,s,,r , E,h.ii ;/ I', y.hology
Ph. B., University of Chicago; M. A., Columbia Univ.-, sll'., i.,!.'.; I'h, D , lln-un Inli.-r
sity, 1918; Assistanl in EuL-lish. University of Chicago; raunlil ai llk-li S.I,...ilsiM 1 l.-l.-na,
.Montana; Elgin. lllin..is: Morgan Park and Chicago. N.mnal Schools, Plymouth, N.-w
Hampshire an.l Rli- ..!.- Ll.in.l, Appointed Professor of Educational Psychology at Rhode
Island State Cll.-s.-. vivi.
Guv F. Wells. \ ' ' Professor of Educalion
A. B., 1907. I :A. M., 1908, Columbia University; Taught at University
of Wisconsi- ;-.r in Department of Education at Rhode Island N..rmal
School, 191;; r ..f Education at Rhode Island Slate Ci ill.-...-, i-ii-;,
William Anderson, .\ I , - Professor of Rl I ring
SS; B. S., Kansas Sii; . \1, S., Kansas State College, toe
University, 1911; Inslr ., 1 .1 ;,:,. s and Physics at Kansas Stai- .
ant Professor of Physics ami Im.-iKj.... l.ngineering at Michigan College ol ,>ii...>. ii. ...-., -
ton, Michigan; Professor in Electrical Engineering at Rhode Island State College, 1919.
Emma Gertrude Jaeck, Ph. D Professor of Modern Languages
* B K; B. S., University of Wisconsin, 1903; Student, Berlin, 1905-1906; M. A., University
of Illinois, 1908; Ph. D., University of Illinois, 1910; Teacher. Ml. Holyokc College;
Professor of German and Spanish at O.\ford College, Ohio, 1915-1919; Author of articles
in current periodicals; Professor of Modern Languages at Rhode Island State College,
1919.
Joseph W. Ince, M. A Professor of Chemistry
* K *; A. B., Brown University, 1902; M. -A., Brown University, 1904; Instructor of
Chemistry at Brown; Demonstrator of Chemistry at McGill University, Montreal, Canada;
Instructor of Chemistry, Denison University, Granville, Ohio; "Part .Author of Chemis
tn- of the Farm and Home"; Professor Agricultural Chemistry at North Dakota; Agricul
tural Chemist, North Dakota Experiment Station; Appointed Professor of Chemistry at
Rhode Island State College, 1919.
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of Industrial Chemistry
to L - X. v.; With
29th DiMi.n. >.i-l, 11,-, . Oil 7: U;-n ^O'h Dim 1 >.-. , 1.,17-Mjv. 1.11 S; at lnfanlr\-
School ol Arms, Ion Uill. Ukla.; Executive Officer of S. A. T. C. at Universitv of Florida;
Raleigh, N. C; Detailed to
Howland Burdick, B. S, Assistant Professor of Dairying and Farm Machinery
P I K; B. S.. Rhode Island State College, 1896; Appointed Assistant in Agriculture and
Farm Superintendent, 1896; .Appointed Instructor in -Agriculture 1900; Appointed Pro
fessor in Dairying, 1906.
Calvin Lester Coggins, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering
B. S., Rli,..l.- Klarul Slau- C.,1I,-l-.-. i.)07; Graduate work, l907-l<|0<); .-\s9istant in Physics,
OhioS;,; 1 i,--.i-.|.; \-slsl.-,ni in l'li.si,s, llnilnni.nh C..llcn-c. 1910-1912;
Inslni I --i;, .-! 'r.-.-nKi-.-,, l,,i ; r,,i,,; ,\i.... -inl.-.l Assistant
Frank J Iaki ,-, 1.1.1. l;,i.i.,, I;. .1 Asuslaiil I'rofcsur of Mathematics
B. S., New ilampsliirc College, 1910; Appointed Inslructorof Mathematics, Rhode
Island StateCollege, 1910; Appointed .Assistant Profcssorof .Mathematics, Rhode Island
State College, 1917.
Mrs. Lillian L. Peppard, M. S / /'- i,(sor of Home Economics
B. S. Michigan Agricultural College, 1916; M - i 1 - ago. 1917; Instructor
in Home Flcomiroics, .Michigan Agricultural t ' i..r of Clothing and
Textile Section, Michigan .\gricullural Coll, . n.i Profcssorof Home
Economics, Rhode Islan.l Stale College, 1918.
Helen Elizabeth I'lck, .\. I' Assistant Professor of English Literature
SK; A. B., Well, '- , 1 ,--,. l":;-i,;p,,l Gilntant.-ll A.-a.!.-mi, 1,to6-i,-,07; Vi,,- Principal
South Kingston M - ' 1- . . i,, 1 . , . .-. . r ,, ,-,-.
.Appointed .Ass; '
F'rank Julius Rim .'lirulture
A*; B. S., C,-t,n 1,17;
Assistant Kntonu.l,,ci,i ,; ' S, , i,,!ist,
N. Y. Slale Cillcge; F,; n,-rn N. E.;
Plant Quarantine Inspect- I'n-.dc Island
State College, 1919; App,,i: ' ; : ,
Frederick J. Murray, B. S Physical Director and Coach
B. S., Georgetown Universitv, 1915; Captain Georgetown Varsity football team; Coach
at Gloucester High School fortivo v cars; Enlisted iaAviation Service U. S. A.; Appointed
Coach and Physical Director at Rhode Island State College, 1919.
Elizabeth Hemphill Instructor in Physical Training for Women
Graduate of Savage School for Physical Education, 1919; Certificate of New York Sum
mer School of Physical Education, 1919; Certificate of the Swedish Gymnastic Institute,
1919; Taught, Barbonc House, Settlement work in New York City;^Appointed Director
of Physical Eiducation for women at Rhode Island State CoIIege,"l9i9.
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Mabel DeWitt Eldred, B.S Instructor in Drawing
B. S., Rhode Island State College, 1895; Appointed instructor in Drawing, 1897, Rhode
Island State College.
John Raleigh Eldred, B. S Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
B. S., Rhode Island State College, 1900; Engaged in practical work 1900-1905; Instructor
in Nlechanical Engineering, Cornell University, 1905-1908; Appointed Instructor in
Mechanical Engineering, 1908.
Clarence Elmer Brett, B. S Instructor in Poultry llushandrx
B. S., Rhode Island State College, 1913; Instructor at .Nov '^'ork Stale School, 1918;
Appointed Instructor of Pnnltrv Hiisbandri-. toiR.
Ethel A. Wright ^ ' ' / ,,nomics
Graduated Mc, ncs
Institute, li)O.M ity,
1910-1912; Sup, ' 1,14;
Head of Horn. I ,17;
Director of Y.W 1 ..ns
Director for R. I ;.ie
Economics Ed..,.
W. Oilman Knowles, B. S Instructor ic \ meering
B. S., Tufts College, 1917; Graduate Student at Harvard Univci-i , icd
U. S. Shipping Board Service as marine engineer, 1918; Instructor in .\U^.,..n.. ... 1 .n^.t.ccr-
ing, Rhode Island State College, 1919.
Frank Olson Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Student at Mass. Institute of Technology for two and one-half years. Shop experience
in VVatcrtown .-Vrscnal as machinist. Instructor in mechanical Engineering at Rhode
Island State College, 1919.
Lester Edward Merrill, B.S Instructor in Horticulture
A X A; B. S., New Hampshire State College, 1918; Appointed Instructor of Horticulture,
Rhode Island State College, 1919-
William Timothy Spanton. B \ " '^
,' n-cnllure
B. A., University of Ohi... 1 ,1;; ll ,)f
General Science and Agri. nliio.-. 1 ' 1 : : 1 i ilmli
School, Litchfield, Ohio, 191K; Head ,-1 \-.-,,, nltn, al l),-p,i,tiii.-tii, l-,a>l 1 .-, I,,n, ,,l I ligh
School, Cleveland, Ohio; .March, 1919, Instructor ol leachcrs' draining in iVgriculture.
Wayl.-\nd McColley Burgess, B. S Instructor in Chemistry
B*; B. S., Rhode Island State College, 1919; Appointed Instructor of Chemistry, 1919.
Henry B. Potter, AL D College Physician
Lucy Comins Tucker Registrar and Secretary to the Presidcni
Walter Brewer Assistant in Military Tactics and Science
Agustus Boss Davis, Jr Bursar
William Joseph Whelan, B. S., P I K Superintendent of Buildings
IS
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experiment Station ^taff
I/-, ;-.'-;. -I ihc College
Howard Edw.vrds, A. .NL, LL. D 1' \l,her
Blrt L. Hartwell, Ph. D., Director Chemistry
Phiup H. IIm.i,fv. Ph. D ..Aniiiu.: I'.iiholagy
I'. II W 1 ,-i I .. \l S , ' '
" -'"''
I-, k, I'l,Mill K. \l, S .1. '. i
' ' '-'
S, C. I)^M,,\. I'., .^, / ' '
" ""
I-'. K. Urxm.mi. I; ^. ,/,,:,.,;,,/,;' -<
D.tK.t-niY W. fMitui II. \l. S .l,,i,l,i,::. .In,:.,; l: : ,.,/'- ;-v
lli,i,Lxx .\, \1, rii;i;i IT,. II, S, .l,,,.:.ii. A,:,i... I: : , /'.
- -.-y
WM r.iN II, M,.i 1. l;, .^ A.,siManl, Anim.., Jl,,...,..^ ..,-... /'...-- .--;:,%
N^TilAMl-,1, ilu,Ml Meteorologist
W 11,1,1 \M ,\l\TiiiR. II, S .Assistant. Chemistry
|. Rov Ha \(., I). .S. Assistant, Chemistry
Bertha He.xth, B. S .Issistant, Animal Breeding and Pathology
Alida H. Birch. , Librarian
Cxtensiion ^erbice ^taff
.-Am.reu- |-:i,WM<n Sn ni:. M. S., Director. ,*.S/<.- /.,-..,/,.- i .; C:,,r A^cnt ll'ork
Krmm KiNM V I'H.tM V, 'Sl,,:,- /,,,,-,/,-r ,n Club Ilort
Mks. liM S, llM<i<ix,.n.N- .S'.i.n'- A,,,,/',-,- , Home Economics
I.KMl R Wiii.hm 1,1, .11,. B. S S' :';,' ,;, /),;i. -,-/,Mr
FRII.IRKKU.RXNtlin O.MINS tf.'ti- ' '-'
'
"
lloKARI. II, MmM, (.',;,-
SlMNLK DVIR ill. 1,11-, t(,
Elizabeth Hope Browne, B. S. ,; '' . ,-r,..,,i ./n,-/
/ 1 .-uy Farm Bureau
Ruth G. Murray, B. S // , /), nmnsiration Agent
*In cooperation with U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Jin cooperation with Dairy Division, Bureau of Animal Industrv, U. S. Deparl-
nt of .;\griculture and Rhode Island State Board of Agriculture.'
tin cooperation with the United States Department of Agriculture and Farm
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lionorar? S^rmbtr
Proiessor Samuel Harvev W mvii r
S>ttitn3
Frederick Robinson Briggs President
Mildred Elizabeth Edwards I'ice-President
Elsie Law Tiiackray Secretary
Arthur Edmond Haslam Treasurer
Cfte Histot)) ot jI5inttfen=1tocnt?
In the fall of the vear K116 wc came to Rhode Island, a group of grown-up high
school children- \vi.U--.-M-,l .-m.l o[.i-n-iii,.uthe.l. .\ftt-i- carcfullv l.t.iklng us over,
the older studes d.-ci,l,-,i 1,, ,-ix<- u~ .1 iii.tl. l'i-,->iiJlv w.- .1 r-.I.th l-i.-^hnicn Caps
and the work of th.- h,,ii1i.i iii-p.-r cI,i;i,r-ii a> clicc-ifull) acciuplishcd. 'Fhe
result was that we made good.
We were unsuccessful in both the rope pull and football game as the Sophs
showed a little more experience. In basketball our latent ability in athletics
came to the surface and we were successful in defeating all comers.
As Sophs, our Hop was a great success .md our athletic ability increased. We
took the Freshmen into camp b\- defeating ihem at football, but in return we
received a ducking, as we were unsuccessful in the rope pull.
About this time the Great War was precipitated and our ranks were rapidly
diminished.
In January, 1918, part of the class reassembled to continue its work, but before
the end of the year our ranks had increased considerably. Despite the uncertain
times and decreased numbers we put forth a Junior Prom that was a great success.
Later in the year we staged the Commencement Ball and Play, which added another
laurel to our crown.
Our Senior year found many old faces amongst our numbers, but due to the
war some have never returned and for them we have a deep respect. Our Senior
year is fast dyingout and the day is c.ming when Commencement shall be the only
thought in our minds. We have all been tried and true Rhode Islanders, and it
grieves us to part with old friends and familiar scenes.
However, we all have a task in this world and must say good-bye to our dear
old Alma Mater, Rhode Island State College.
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^ W.C. A. U';; Girl's ("il..- C
Pa vtuckcl U. 1.
Ho
liil
nc- Ecoiio
launch
c when
nd the
i lit lie bl
udying
L's died
"Paw-
c-d cat,
.-luckv
.5, she
' -?""'
DoRAi.i) Dewey Beasley, i^
"Buz/." "Dorald"
Class Basketball (l), (2), (3); Va
ball (2).
"Dorald" comes fm,;
Early in his college care .
he has tendered his rc;-i
ceptcd. Krom the hku ' i
parting his hair, his succl>.^ ,i^ .in en
does not interfere in any way with
and he mav be found at anv time 1
of treatises" on the "Oily Wa
It has been rumored that vei
onsocket, R. 1.
al Kngincering
11 (4); Class Foot
ings tide c
Fight for Fa
"The Perils of ;
" and "What .Mad,
Dress Suit" or a ":
and I
LINCOLN Biggs, A A "P Pn
"Totn" Mechanic
,-,tb.,ir.;l; Rope Pull (2); Class Basel
r-4 ;l',,l,vgon(4);CRiSTBoard(4).
on.
'
; How many fish didia ...t,!i
luck! When he first ere,- 1
T.>n
dark.
model young I
after dark, he has changed, "i in- weeks
behind in his course in English 98. "S 11 -k." and
mav be seen at any time diligently tr.ii,.. ,.- ..,,.,, ,.).. lie has a
winning smile, a sunny disposition, and a .wnjeiiul "line." He
h.jpes sometime to work out a scheme of shortening the highway
between Kingston and Wakefield, for the future generations. He
cats up "Lanza's" problems by the yard and frequently tutors the
struggling engineers, for one smoke apiece. We look for great things
from you "Tony" and you have the best wishes of the class.
Ctl0DE-l5lANDjrAiE)LlBGE
Frederic Robinson Briggs, 1' I A Hartford, Conn.
"Pipes" "Fred" .-Xgriculturc
Captain Class Debating Team (l); Class Football (2); S.>ph. Hop
Committee (2); Beacon Board (l), (2), (3), (4); Editor-in-chief
BfMon (4); Student Council (2), (3); President Student Council (4);
Class President (4); Polygon (3), (4): Honors (1), (3).
When it comes to pep and enthusiasm, this brilliant product of
East Greenwich Academy
"Pipes" is a conscientious
between his other ardu'.i.
As a "meal hound" aiui
that "Fred" should be 1 i.
s there. H
tuJcnl aiul
any attraction fnr fail, .
but I am only learning to i
viih the lad
Kingston, R. I.
up his abode wilh us. We arc glad to announce tha
] at work on his book, "Ccnquests I Have Made,''
was suspended during tlie war. However, he was ;
ch valuable material during lhat time.
Emily Catherine Campbell, ^ K Newport, R. I.
"Em" "M. L. E." Home Economics
Class Vice-President (2), (3); Girl's Glee Club f 0.
"1 am in love; but a team of horses shall n' *
'
nor who 'tis 1 love."
Yes, that dark-haired, dignified, bone-spci t.
woman is our "M. L. I-:." Sl.,^ .ui..rcs i!ir .
or litcrarv. "Emerson" i ' ' -
Pal of Mine" her favorif
on her desk. "Em" ha^
She's received more pampiil. I
Material," "Interior Dcoiui. v. ., ..,.,
one in college. "Em" says ohcs a luan-h^iLcr, but wc )ta;c our
doubts. Like all other "Newporlcrs," here, "Em" is pigeon-toed,
brilliant and lovable.
fv\
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Israel Cipi..ax Providence, R. I.
"Cappie" "Duke" .-Xpplied Science
"Cappie," good chemists come small as well i
WiLi.nM Brown C,\rnie P., 1 ii.k.-t. R. I.
"Hill" "Wild Hill" ! . I,,,-
Class Football (2l;Subscripii-
'
l,,i,,n
Manager Bracm (3): Business M
:,ng the realms of Da-
turned off, for he is c
i ,,iid promises to bccoi
Horace Wilbur Clarke, AXA Providence, R. I.
"Clarkv" "Wop" Mechanical Engineering
Cln.s K,.,.thall .0 1:1.- 11,1. .,,. GmsT Board (4); President
24
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Samuel Hakrv Con
"Porky" "Sammy"
"Porky", the speed kin|
from the phoney burg of O
of becoming a second St
However, his ambitioi
quantity by Lanza wit
0 ]: II R. I.
1 the
, he brc
Churchill will lin.l
Klccjrical Engineering
'quiet game", blew into Kingston
:. With high and mighty hopes
he plunged into electrical engineering.
brought down to an infinitesimal
rh:inic- .md Thermn courses. "S.im-
"Jack" "Cruirk" ( , .
Class Footb;.!l ' 1 1 '.'>: f : ..p, ., ,1 i.,- ,., s. . ,,_ ^^l.,|, ,_^j_
Attention, m ' i ,i t'cinkinan.
"Ockish" class, ,r met, and
John admits ii .;.,ry Daniels
on the merits^! -
, , ,
- .my to protect
his country. .After ihc war "Jji-L" fc!i il-x lure uf excitement and
returned to Kingston to tell us who won the war. He is now working
on that great military principle, the element of surprise, and hopes to
apply it by getting Scholastic Honors in this, his last year at college.
Louise Elmork Damon, .2 A'
President "S \\
Kingston, R. I.
Home Economics
Class \-ice-President (3), {4); Vice-
i-ial Committee (2}; Soph. Hop Com-
; Commencement Play (3) Manager
uturc Association (4); Treasurer C'v<*d
apt, so blc!
). I 10 do more than ^
1 the South it can '
ti . Kre. The diamond
suiluit'in prf-<.ft. filial fad. --Lou" is an ardent picniu-r, slory-li-llci.
and imitator. There is plenty to be said about her if one had the
time and space. She has lived up to all the traditions of the Hill and
believes, along with the rest of us, that a "bushel of fun" is worth
a "peck of learning."
25
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\\ ILLIAM Harold Dawson, -I ' 'I'
26
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.\rtiiur Edmond Haslam, (-) X Providence, R. I.
"Baldv" "..\-thaw" .-\griculture
Rope "Pull (2); Class Treasurer (3), (4); Class Baseball (3); Class
Basketball (3); Assistant Manager Baseball (3); .Manager Baseball
(4); Polygon (3), (4); Cheer Leader (4).
"Baldy" blew into Kingston from Providence, in 1916, an ".\g-
gie" by choice.
The former he s
he reached the <
was down .Maim
ived "Wo
the la
-Aivtha
ing manager. -Mthouirii smal
by the "pep" and hard \v,>rl,
takes. He is equally adept i
expression is "I don't know
Ha
- he rapidly tprew. Intact,
Inc." "VVhen I
Charles Potter Holley KiriL'
"Cli^irlie" "C. P." MechiUM.'al Im
JaiK-iiig schuul. Slay willi 'eui "Cliarlie" yu
John Foster Holmes, A X .'/
"Jack-
Orchestra {0,(2), (3), (4); Band (11. - ..
Advisory Board (3), (4).
"Jack" likes Boston in summer, "W
talks Necdham, hates long laboratory 1
He believes Boston to be the "Athens of .\ni<^ii,
vince you Boston is the backyard of Necdham.
long laboratory hours arc for rest and rccreatioi
one praise his jazzy corneting. Loyalty is "Jac
he applies it thoroughlv. It onlv took two mc
convince him Rhode Island was the onl>- place
worker whether at milking cows, cornel plaj 1
speaking, college activities, or "aggie literature.
ably be awarded the honor of becoming N'eedha
leaving the hill.
M. A. C. xo
k" is a hard
.ping, pubhc
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Hudson, H V Ha
^
'uM-. Agriculture
Bacb-ill 1 1 1 (21 (,) I4I, Captain (3), (4); Class Bas-
Manater Bat,iball 111, Rope Pull (2).
s lohn came to us from the big town of Pheonil, wil
jbk cla>s ,.f 1.) Ill 1 liitii SOUK- liim- 1,, e.-t used I
.tropoln bu
\t ba.il.
J \Mh^ I D\\ \RIJ K\0
1 d |n
half chuckle
Little things L
A s and opp
wrecking are In
them in him If t
Words or i\ork he
\fnculti
: Sergeant (3) AssnciaK 1
t 1 nt \ R Club (4)
pcfan
hii he
IIlL
tur.lh
RudolphHorton Kohlberg, A XA Barrington, R. 1.
"Rudie" Agriculture
Class Football (1); Manager (2); Class Basketball (i), (2); Captain
Class Hockey (1), (2); Class Baseball (i), {2); Soph. Hop Commitlec
(3); Glee Club (1), (2); Corporal (2); Sergeant (3); Junior Prom. Com
mittee (3); Polygon (3), (4).
This square head entered Rhode Island in '15 hoping to show 'em
how to grow weeds in Kingston. He soon forgot this undertaking
and tackled the modem art of taming wild wimmen. His most ad
vantageous assets were his taking ways and abilities as a modern
jazz artist. The fair co-eds of three seasons strove in vain 10 capture
Ihis elusive Swede, but without success, until the fair daughter of
the Kingston cider king appeared on the scene. Well, the best of
them fall. Rudie maintains, that a good "aggie" can shovel in a
dress suit as well as in corduroy jeans, and that if he can't have a
dance hall on his farm, he'U move to the citv.
RHODE- 151AND JTAIE'LIKE
Leonard James Kwasha, ^ E Tl Providence, R. I.
"Junk" "Jimmie" Chemical Engineering
Beacon (3) (4); Grist Board (4); President Chemistr>' Club (4).
The person who said that good things come in small packages
was right. When "Jimmie" entered in on his life work as a chemist
at Rhode Island, he was lost in a seething angrj' mob of Freshmen,
ring for admittance ti^ ilic s,n red portals of knowledge. It
ok hir quit while
the face and he founi
cal formula that has n.
other of his accompli-:-
specialty is "dying" ana i.-, si-i-n ci-i
Chemistry Laboratory. His success is
efforts to gain all knowledge possible.
ed hir
npte:
NuMAN Allen Martell, ^ A V
N.mhAtiK'h.
"Marty" Kir, ni. .1 !mi
Snph. Hop Committee (2);Colk-L'r Dnii.Mr.i I U. (
C-niiiuil ("41.
oiled <
RhoJc Island. "Ma
him on the traffic uad of the North Attleboro Police Fc
Charles Everett Mason, A .{ W Warren, R. I.
"Chariie" "Osie" Agriculture
Glee Club (I); Corporal (2); Sergeant (3); Polygon (3), (4);
Grist Board (3), (4); Scholastic honors (1), (2), (3); Vice-President
Hughes Club (3)-
Behold! gentle reader. This picture is one of the "Aggies of
Aggies." "Charlie" entered Rhode Island with serious intentions
of becoming an "aggie" but at the outbreak of the war he enlisted in
the engineers. This caused some talk as "Charlie's idle hours were
always spent in ragging the engineers. At any rate he has "stolen
a march" on his old classmates as he was lucky enough to graduate
in February. 1920. Whether we will find "Charlie" an "aggie" or an
1 hence is a big question. However, it is certain
a certain song-bird (Phoebe) around to dam his
ngineer \
that he
socks.
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1 \liRPiiv, /'/A Brockton, .\la.ss.
Mechanical Kngincering
; 11 Captain Football (4); Class Basket-
- r.,-;.,-iball (;), I4I; Corporal I2); 1st Ser-
!.:- \t:!,.,. A-,.,ci.it,,-,,, I4l;.'i,a,-i Ctincil (4).
,,II M.,,ir,L,- I", .,> , til.- .il,--v,- I,.t.-,l tt.imes. and
-,-,.|> .,, .,n,-t^-,-.^,,-|.t - 10 \ \1 .S,,,Murph's"
"
Miirph"
\lrph''
,,.,,,. .Murph's"
k1 studies but his
1 -/.enith has been
Clarenck Kdw..\rd Nordquist, A .4 ^
l'n,vi,k-iu-.', R. 1.
(3); \
(4); ^
(3); I'
Winkle himself . If he shows as much ability in his chosen profession
as he dews along this line, he is sure to succeed and his class is back
ing him to the finish.
Kenneth LeRoy Xorthup, B 4* Kingston, R. I.
"Ken" "Hi" Klectrical Engineering
Corporal (2); Sergeant (2); Class Treasurer (z); President Lecture
Association (4); Polygon (3); Grist Board (4).
E%-er>-one knows the good-natured, roguish freshman, who entered
Rhode Island from South Kingston in 1915, and who successfully
dodged the Student Council throughout a whole year. With am
bitions of somedav inventing a new type of spark, he sought high
and low (Lou) in'ihc mysteries of electricity. No one knows how
manv broken hearts there are in Newport or other ports he has
visited, but we sec no reason for disbelieving about a "girl in every
port." "Ken" is well known about the campus by his ct>rdial "Hi"
and ".Ah do." No doubt we shall soon hear of his rapid advance
along electrical lines. .And then .
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ESTIIKR \VlLllELMIN,\ PeTERSOX, '> A A
Westerly, R. I.
"Esla" Home Economics
Beacon (2), {3), (4); Scholastic Honors (i), (2): Manager Co-ed
Brmcn (2); Inter Class Debate (2); President Y. VV. C. A. (3); Vice-
President Debating Societv (3) (4); Commencement Play (3); Co-ed
Glee Club (3); Grist Board (4).
iler infin
This "petit
' fairv blonde flo.
when a Freshman, by her
The Chemistry depart,;
lack of apparatus. "\
om the "bright light
a star member of h
actor, orator, debaK
: distinguished liersc
in chemistrv laboratoi
-clare a holidav due
f
RoiAM) Taylor Pihl. (~) V P
CKr fliil> 111. i:f; K<.nc I'l
Lawrence Austin Records, (") X B
"Wreck" "Larry"
Glee Club (i). (2); Aggie Club (l), (2), (3); Ro
"Wreck" is another one of the boys from thi
city. He has been in this state long
His college
He
ickton, Mass.
.-Vgricuhure
Pull (2).
Brawkton" shoe
enough to lose most of that
peculiar to the fellows coming from that foreign land.
urse has been delayed by the war and Agricultural
the engineers a thing
in Poultr>'. He is a fi
dawn every morning
and from all reports he is sho
or two about C. E. "Larr>" is specializing
m believer in early feeding, for he is up before
) feed the "chickens" at South Hall.
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Douglas Beveridge Seabury, / A" A
Tiverton, R. I
"Sudz" "Duddie" Agriculture
Class Football (i), (2); Varsity Football (3), (4); Assistant Man
ager Track (2); Soph. Hop C"
Look, readers, what an educal
fall of 1915 saw our young eieph,
uiidei
:an do for a young man. The
ilighting from the train with a
and a trunk under the other. When "Pri-
uld have made Joe Knowles look bald, he
ater these changed to groans when he found
nually. However, under the uplifting influ-
1 iLMrncd to be a regular guy. No social affair
; e to guide the faltering footsteps of our
111 fields unknown and as an "aggie"
u,st as strong and successful as any of
Peckham Sisson
understand he le,
during the B. A. A. cointiuinn
from the straight and narrow
but he has journeyed the win
staunch Rhode Islander and hi
by the "Sirens" across the campus,
ding road to Wakefield. "Sis" is a
: is sure to make good "down on the
Howard Bucklin Smith
Shine-
Glee Club (1); Bramn (2), (3), (4); Managing Editor (4)
Providence, R. I.
Applied Science
rith thes thn
nth his trusty
n ihe other stealthily sneak-
: r the new and rare "Bohun-
i' entomological world if he
iili tlie feebler sex is well known.
:o the world, wc have n'er a fear for
or as a manipulator of the editorial
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Herbert Klmer Spink IXp
"Hiram';"Hiram" Is another one of our travelltiu
ported the railroad for four long years. Ii
has managed to kl^|' a clciii sl.nc ilurln
do not know nn.. ' 1 1- ; ,'"
'
^ i
to hint that i
staunch Rho.i
main delight is in r.i-'jitiL' I'a Ut-n.ter. aiiiKm^Mi :
admirer of the same. Spink has travelled so muci
education that he will probably take up railroading s
I'j.izABKTH Stillman, A Westerly, R. I.
"Bitli" Home Economics
S.li. iastic Honors (2), (3); President V. W. C. A. (4); Com-
nuiKcniciit Play (3); Student Council (^); Coed Glee Club h.);
TivasurerY.W. CA. (3).
"Things done well and with a care, (\'
Hats off to another delegate from \\
h.irdesr tn keep the "rep" of 1020. "' ' I
the iU-
r Beth
ebrated
Law Thackray, U A A Pawtuckct, R. I.
ce" "Kls" Home Economics
-on (2), (3), (4); Co-ed Glee Club Accompanist (3); Com-
Play (3).
"He shall have a noble memory."
Elsie struck the campus in '16 and struck it hard! Her ever in
vestigating mind directed her to explore the most remote parts of
Kingston, even the "Woods." "Pete" is always ready for a good
time and you can depend on her to start something any time, nights
preferred. A good student, a loyal supporter of college activities,
"Elsie" does not believe in letting mere lessons demand all her time.
Walking is her chief delight; dancing, her greatest accomplishment;
fudge, her specialty. Her ability to write letters is not surpassed,
even by Mark Twain, himself, and she wilt publish a rare collection
after graduation, for the direction of future students of R. L S. C
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William Theodore Tvvkedeli,, -/ -V .J
Pawtucket, R. I.
taking the boys to Wickford to see the two girls. -Bill" is a
ful fusser and an ardent follower of "down the line." Wha
"Bill" intends to do after leaving the Hill, his checrv countenar
Anthony Vexeziale' Providence. R. I.
\MKS \'kkN()\ ^\I|,H,,^KN. /)' f/' !*n\i,lcn,-,- H 1.
so well that he started i
; then he has been showin
ould bring him'a well deserved
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Harold Kenneth Wilder, fi lP; ^ /v (P
Leominster, Ma
"Casey" "Ken" Clu'ini.,,! I'.n^.'ineerinL'
Biracon Board (l), (2), {3); Ed!tor-in . . Hon
(1), (2), (3): Corporal (2); Sergeant : ^ .mi
Society (2); President (3); President V
'
:' .id
.\lhletic .Association (^i; l,ll^i.uf^ M.r ; , foM
politanClub(3); IVI i >
The ground sur. 1; Kingston in '
and his dust has m two years off,
order to chase U-Bi ; - ;hat was only it
dental. "Casey" is a ltimt <ir.ili)r ..nil wtun lie mounts the stu
he can make the best of them admit black is white. Well, up and
them, "Ken," we're with you four ways from the ace.
John Douglass Wiley, PIK Pawtucket, R. L
"Doug" Agriculture
Class Football (l), (2); Chairman Arrangements Junior Prom.
(3); Rope Pull (l), (2); Chairman Committee Soph. Hop (2);
Polygon (4).
"Doug" is a little fellow but he has a great big head, as is wit
nessed not only as hat sizes go, but also by the number of courses
he seems to be able to successfully carrj- and absorb. He is a "dycd-
in-thc-wool-aggic," and is never more content than when he can
pipe out, "Now I remember one summer when I worked on 's
place." "Doug" is a great follower of all college activities and puts
in his appearance at all social functions. Oh yes, "Doug" is also a
fusser in a quiet way. He is also really popular with the co-eds
for he is such a cute little fellow.
Ada Elizabeth Whitporo, ^ A
"Ada'
Wakefield, R. I
Home Economics
StuTent Council (3); Giri's Glee Club (3).
Thou wert as witty a piece of Ewe's flesh, as any in lllyria."
Yes s As true :
of Narragansett I
, Puritai
Of c
in peals of laughter. When il cor
obtain a roast chicken for a feed
going to write a book about it. "Hop-0-My-Thumb" is her fa
fairy tale, while the "Birch Canoe" is her special song!
descended from the carh
, Ada never has a mischiev-
laughs, never keeps people
) doing a few magic acts to
Hundred Acre-
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Amn ,\nm; Whitford, ".-I .1 Wakeiield, R. I.
Aiiu
" Home Economics
I'ltMiiini SiiiJent Council (4); Secretary Debating Society {3),
l:..,.~ .:.' 1) ::;.' Si.ucr. .4 S.l.-.l.sii. Honors (1), U); Pan Hcl-
y first of the 1920
OS
00^
^jjuor
Class of 1921
Professor Marshall Hfnry Tyi.
Class D(ficcra
Henry F. Ba.acke. . . President
Flora M. Anderson. 1 u.-l'r sidcnt
Bertha I. Hughes. S, rclary
Harold J. Baker .Tr asurer
^istotp pf tt)f Class
In the fall of 1917. fresh from hiph schools and se,
tyr. .ill
(.IV .ill h< s. The
. Then
ed themcame the fomLail . ,. 1 nn ,,11 m.r iii'.dirr cl.i,^ iiini .in
to win. .Ml during. iur Frcsluniin year wc provided liir i,.|l.--c uiili Fivsliman
informal dances and contributed our share of men 1.. ilir i...ni- uul a.iiwlies of
the college. Towards the end of our Freshman year ..in r.mk-. eir iH-iii..: depleted
by our members answering the call to war and very few were on hand for the
opening of our Sophomore year. In the spring of our Sophomore year the men
came back singly and in pairs and when the Junior year began, we were ready once
again to take up our work. We have duly watched our charge, the Freshmen,
and started them on the straight and narrow path. With but one more year ahead
of us we will strive and be ready to step into the place of Seniors and assume their
responsibilities when they leave us.
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Flura M.acPhersos Anderson, ^ K
Jamestown, R. I.
"Mac" "Flowa" "Andy" Home Economics
Class Secretary (l); Basketball Team (i); Y. W. C. A. Secretar>'
(2), (3); Student Council (2), (3); Glee Club (2). (3); Class Vice-
President (3).
Who is she? Do you mean that dinked toed, boyish, looking
girl over there? Yes Why thai is "Flowa", the champion "dith
sthacker" of South Hall. Flora first registered in the Applied Science
Course, but deciding she liked the name of Anderson too welt to
change it, she later became a Home Economist. "Mac" takes great
delight in all the college functions. The last we hear of Flora is at
night, when all is still and dark and a little voice pipes up, "Berfa.
do I really and truly lithp?" Flora's greatest aim, at present, is to
be a trainer of bugs hence her favorite subject Bacteriology.
Henry Frederick. Baacke, ./ X A Arlington, R. I,
"Harrv" "Cramp" Applied Science
Class Baseball (i), (2); Class Basketball (i), (2); Captain (l);
Beacon Board (i). (2), (3); Soph. Hop Committee (2); Class President
(2), (3); Polygon (2), (3}; Assistant Manager of Track (2}; Manager
(3); Student Council (3); Business Manager Grist (3).
Harry came to college, from that foreign soil called Cranston, in
response to a desire for a higher education. At the beginning of his
Junior year a great change appeared in our "Harry." From a sure-
nuff-social lion, he developed into a grind, and is rarely seen now-a-
days. "Gramp" has many friends and delights in telling them what
he expects to do. "I know," says Harr>-, "a man who gets $60 a
week for five hours, and that's what 1 expect to do." Some day we
will see him the foremost milk tester of Arlington.
Harold James Hall Ba
"Bake"
G X Westerly, R. I.
Agriculture
c Editor of Grist (3); Class Treasurer (3).
elligent face does not indicate that it took two long years
day student to convince him of the advantages of the
'Bake" has hit his studies for a thousand and still grinds
becomes sick if his grade descends to A in anything.
has no claim for him, but New London is not far away.
lore worlds to conquer," will be his cry when he leaves us,
way, Harold is nol responsible for his name. iii^
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Mary C.\therine C.-\
Ma
BELL, I;- K Providence, R. 1.
Home Economics
(l); Student Council (i), (2); Com-Captain Basketball Te.
mencementPlay(2).
"'['he Campbells are coming Oh, Ho! Oh, Ho
please, the champion debater is in the lead. "May"
ability for absorbing knowledge without the aid of h
physics and mathematics hnvc al'.v;iy!^ b'-'-n hrr ip
theless she is a step ,-).:i.i -1 i- --^p - 1 ( ' ;
"
|).,
her as the captain "t ! '' 1
appropriate reward
men chem lab an.i
ing for Mary that iht ..-. . -- , ..
good all-around sport, with a piupunaiLy lur .1 guuj
shares right and left with the rest of us.
Rose Mary Carr, :i' A Providence, R. I.
"Roscm'rv" -He, He" Applied Science
Soph. Hop Committee {2); Glee Club {2), (3); Basketball (l);
Chairman Dance Committee Junior Prom. (3).
Can she dance? Can she sing? -R.-,,-" r.T.-.l.ll.hr,! I.,-,- n.-,me
among the notables of our college dun ril
ing poems that gave the students ,f
"Jawn" and the "E)ds" in genei.i -'uv
' RO!
,\hhoui:h she the
Arthi;r Lincoln Clark,
"Art"
Class Treasurer (l); Hockr
ager Track (l); Beacon Board 1
Pull (2).
life ^
'Art" ollr'.
and
secrets" why he quit work, 1".
and registered as a "sp^icial" a; ('
ever, he soon became a regul.i;
as one of Davis Hall's most ri>iul..- . ;. ;
'.Art" took the big step and got married.
Kingston and resumed his sliidtes. No
position too exacting for ".\rl." He has
loval worker tor Rhode Island.
ica Plain, Mass.
Agriculture
Hll (ij, (2); .\lan-
: : Manager Rope
l.nt decided ihe
f.ill he returned K
is too hard and nc
i been and will be i
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Sk
ERN.tRD A.MHROSE CoNNOLLY, A .4 W
Brockton, Mass.
Bernie" '' : ileal Engineering
Class Baseball i .: Basketball (1), (2);
isistant XIanap. :
Handicapped i with the town of
ocklon, "Bernie- ' > -' r- .ie
ih il. This lae. : !
ting wilh the ii.
,t well in all hi.,
other fellow how to du problems in Thermo or .\leehauies. .
receiving his degree in electrical engineering we have no idea wha'
happen. Whatever it is "Bernie," we know you can handle it.
Everett Ad.ams CopEi.AND, ll'i* Providence, R. I.
'' '
'
^' Klectrical Engineering
1 ' 'poral(2);RelayTeam(3).
' ; iwn from Cranston High early one morning
w.r .-.when the ro-eds ate in East JIall. "Cope"
1 . his greatest speed when
1 ards." After graduating
^ of speed are remarkable. &
Elizabeth Editii Davis Newport, R. L
'Bess" "Wuzzic" Home Economics
News Department Beacon (2), (3): Grist Board tt); Commence
ment Play (2); Basketball Team (l): Glee Club (2), (3); Chairman
Reception Comniillcc Junior I'n.m i ; I.
I'm s..nie snap int.. .1 tl ,-,..: Or rather who
hel.ne, 1.. i!..'-,' .ees' Rm . ,ell. "Bess," one
..i ;.. ,.er eh.l.h.n ...1" tli- no one to blight
1;. r .;:;ih;.:''.|. Wl.,; -ne ., good time isn't
e :: ,. '' l h h i ink a ship; if you
'..:. i . I lieh was Elizabeth's
1 its splendid course
in 1. i . : ' 1 he can! Although
-Bess- iiit,.rnis ..s that slic cNpccts I,, J,, s.-.eial service work, her
pet subject, this year, is Bactcriologj'.
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Edwin Marshall Deery, A yl f
"Ed" "Eddie"
Class Football (l); Class Baseball (2)1 Treas
(3); Editor-in-chief Grist (3); Assistant .\Iani.
The Chinese prince came to us from lhat
Boston. He says "If it wasn't for Boston the
F.J
, pi..
afternoon walking club. We have great iiopes f
ing and the best wishes of the class are with him
Boston,
"Easty" holds the undisputed record for aliases, ha'
a dozen chalked up against him. After a year's vac;
to us the same old "jazz hound" and "ladies' man.'
point in his career will be on the day he makes his
the mvsterics of Davis Hall.
irdly know the
liank he delved
Uvelopcd from
) less than
: crowning
Class Basketball (i).
Three years ago this young bloi
soils of Kingston Hill. Although
Avon, Mas
ni Engineering
1 the
in this 1 by his
more (Seymoi
books, dusty
fast enough to
this to guide him through life,
ible absence from
the Hne" to see
I, and to see less of his torn begrimed, and battered
ith disuse. Although a speeder in name he is not
lake Lanza's door before it is closed to all knowledge
' for all his failings has a determinate mind and wit"
i-ill I I doubt follow the path of
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Carl Edwin Kritz, Ii 0 Providence, R. I.
ij|K3r "Fritzy" "Honyock" Cheiiiicat Engineering
?' ' Soph. Hop Committee (2I; (^" '' ' " '
'_'- Carl spent his first year ;: : forth in the bus
1^ 1 one of our worthv day slui mnd vear, "Frit-
^ V
"
deridfd he wntiM -n to ,- !' -l-in;- t'h.il belated
^^^^^H|^^^^^^H I lere's hoping that some day wc may see "Friizy" as a prominent
Milton Warrex Gardiner, AX .1
-
""
R I.
"Zip"
Class President (l), (2), (3); Polygon (3 1 : . \,
(3); \i.e rr.-^i.lenl V.M.C.V '41; (llecCh.l. : l..,ll
(I). '; ' ' . Hockey (li. ; : t !.,,- li;.,!; (1),
Wl^l . e (2); Junior Prom (3); Military
' |,,;o. lr.>,n fira.,. S;,. lesvillc.
After l.e,-..,e
"
f ;,,.
wood's Fond . ,.
again the ne.11
to do his pan. In lulure years wc ejvpeel 10 see this -C'lvir'' rccon'-
slructing the "Grand Trunk", and hashing over again "the member
that failed."
e
(Iladys Darling Gerstle, O A A
Woonsocket, R. I.
"GI.ul" Home Economics
'" Pl;.yC2).
' :> rstlc often known as Darling Gladys Gerstle.
If her delight no matter where they are. In
lie complete, for she is able to "paddle her own
r.i,-..i iier wonderful executive ability, soil is wilh less
!;ip;Uu;iuii ihiii niighl be usual, that wc are looking forward to see
Iki as the mayoress of Woonsocket, the famous head of the suffra-
;;eues. It Is the wish of all of us that in the future her Home
l-.cononiics course will be practically and not theoretically applied.
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Gertrude Grossma
"Gert"
.Assistant in Bu-.i.
Gertrude's ami
she heard that ^h.
jumped at the ch.i:;
of being the (irt
! thei
: loriL' i
lo public speaking. She says, "Thf :
inspiration 1 get." With your conscienrum
we know that you wilt succeed at anything \
Ai.HKRT Henry Holley, -J A W
(2); Assi
philosophers on the campus aiul -^ui
it is always best to "Say it in Jaz?.
Chemical Knginecr and has worn (
walking from his desk to the offici
"Wh.
nd , Ul
Queen," we feared a grind had conic .m. ' ! 1 t'la^-^.M
and studious intentions fooled us ai ' niird .:,.
was one of us. This little lady nevn She has
found the secret of happiness and never l^nk^ l^i iri-nhle. DancinB
is her favored amusement, though she does not scorn basketball or
Sunday P. M. walks. If you have never heard "Bert" tell a story,
"
an(j 3j(j jhe finishing touch to your college
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Esther Lucile Kohlberg, S K Barrington, R. I.
"l.,," I.ucil" n-.r.,c Fe.-.nnmics
S..elal Commitl.-. ' ' " ,--: ; <
'
i-imence-
,.i.I I'lav 12. ; GI,- 1 -1) Cir-
,l.,li,ie Nlanaeer 1-
Tl.i i-le hr-
Ravmond Cha
"Ra
PIK
Pr,
Chcmic
Class President (l); Polygon (3).
"Ray" is one of those quiet fellows who never have very r
to say, and yet arc always on the go. He is almost a personiftc;
of perpetual motion, for as soon as he finishes a class, he tears
to his work in the chemistry laboratory. He is a conscientious
dent and a good listener. He is always ready 10 take his
companion that strong old pipe from his mouth and joii
his hearty laugh. .Although "Ray" is to be seen at all so
tions. the co-eds have never played a very Ereat part in h
xMfEL Joseph I evy, !< I' ll Providence, R. I.
Itfk.. Civil Engineering
t la I .. tball 1 1) Class Baseball (l), (2I, Class Basketball (2).
e-i ^ \ r fond of tripping memh o^er the railroad ties
He has traielled extensnelv, eien to far away
. tired of this life however and decided to
1 Rhode Island In facl. he made a record for
1 reshman His great cr\ is that he is always
snnds will up in the
' Dining Hall Coi
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Pasqualino Martelli
Class Ho
Where is
f Connccti
e had milt
In aeeoiHit
jersisle.ill-
em..rk..i
nors (1), (2); Class Basketball (2): O- --
Essex? Oh, that's a little "Bisciii. 1
ut. "Manv" created a stir when 1.
ated from Essex to the capital of il
n.l ni.lii
ven if il 1
woambitio
t to him.
,.ili(e,i,el.l-.ee,l,l,i;.S,...l,he,li,-r-
mm^
^
.EE, A A W Palmerton, Pa
Mechanical Engineering
R^aron (2); Gkut Board (3); Studcn
Pull 1^1: Sile.l.Klie ll,..T...i-s (1), (2).
! - . - -I. .pie.' "2.95.'
111." He's at
high amongst the "terpsichorean artists." "Sam" made his "rep"
in his first two > ears when he had the low average of 98 for all his
subjects. It is safe 10 say that "".Mae" will graduate with the highest
honors of anvonc who has been at Rhode Island.
Leon Jt HN Me 5SERLIAN i'Al^CUX oJ. R. 1.
'Mess "Blinky Chemical Ehl neeriiie
'.Mess started in as a Mechanical Engineer. Imt ound thai
H2S was much stronger tha 1 steam and conscquenih" we have will.
us todav Blinky" the chemist. "Mess" is verv clevc r with the
fiddle and IS an important n ember of the East Hall Jazz Band. In
his Sophonlore year "Mess" was (iftv per cent, of the Ge man class.
The class tarted ^^^ th five rnember':. was reduced to two and ended
up with ro. Wh- n "NL.; ,-r 1,1,1 ii.-s he intends to te ach mathe-
matics for a vear .n 1 1-1 rial plant where he expects
to carry 0n expeni
lemical \
1. will be devoted
.'.ilh worry.
to finding
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Walter Webster Moore, B i" Providence, R. 1.
"Bugs" "Jess" .Agriculture
n...h. R,,a,,l fil. (:). !:',., O.rp-.r.il f2l; Captain f-,\ flusT
.'illc, where he will be t
J.iMES P.tTRiCK O'Brien, J / V; 1 T A
W'oonsocket, R. I.
"O'Bie" .\pplied Science
Class Baseball (2); Soph. Hop Committee (2); Military Ball
Committee f;l; Student C icil f;\
ha. .. lity and a'still more wonderful "line." He
is . les as an orator, doctor, moulder, decorator,
fus-.i
, in.jlor. At one lime "O'Bie" was under the
doctor's ..iclers 1.. take walks. Many were the Grace-ful wonders
of nature that were discovered on these journeys. It is a safe bet
that whatever line of work O'Bie undertakes he will make good.
tRii Iames O'Coxnell, B t Providence, R. [.
Agriculture
i : ' . Club (2). (4).
- 1, .lim distant past Okie" was one of our illustrious
I - - I ii..iui,iiie ,-vi.l.-n,K- ilid nol agree with him, for in
-.vith us on the Hill. Though
-wthe result of conscientious
i-d this little world on Kings-
hearted supporter of all that
1 n, a summer vacation trying
-irdening into the one-track
11. We may later hear of him
RHODE-IJAND JTAIE-LlBGE
Joseph Edward O'Neill Brockton Mass. ^^^^H
Glee Club (l); H.n
(2); Corporal (2); \.,i
toni-;'\^.'ii
brought down a Iar-.
He haj
2.; Capt
Civil Engine
ain Class Debatin
.l(jwn fron
liic shoe
1 Brock-
cilv, he
eltled as
lanaged
-.vay, he
.-asv for
es. His
less for-
t will be uto avoid the snares ihas found it easy tnhim, while Thermo .study in the Dorm, ll:t^,tunate ones in the classremembered when he e uaJe a 11r life. mc lol'iim'.sell'lh
1 Earl Greer Palmer lope V'allev R I'I'e e" El ctrieal Eniiinec ing
r 1 campusIslandedignity each day are ofr, nevertheless, anof Rhode Island definite 1-d can beOn th. dtlieh
i chief councillor and ,
the class of '23. He is a conscientious .tudL-nt. arul a willin- worker.
Although hampered by late trains "Pete" manages to show up each
day and is always prepared lo "crack the quizzes." Wc wish you
Joseph Wallace Peckham, fi ^
"Pecky" "J. Wireless" Ele
Beacon Board (1), (2), {3); Scholastic Hoi
Sergeant Wireless Squad (3).
Although bom and bred an "aggie," "Pci
engineer, and so journeyed over to Kini-.~ i
His motto is. "Life is just one mech.in
Although he is a quiet chap, we underst
of the inner secrets of Davis Hall. IU-
ment.he has spent most of his time trying to lii
"wireless key." Some day we expect to h<
engineer. It is rumored that he expects to es
between Biscuit City and Usquepaugh, in thi
Newport, R. I.
cal Engineering
J (2); Corporal (2);
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Rocco Pezzullo Providence, R. I.
Irene May Sheehan, O A .4 Edgewood, R. I.
"Birdie" Home Economics
Chairman Refreshment Committee Junior Prom. (3).
"All good things come in small packages," "B. S." looked more
attractive to this voung lady than a mere "B. A." so she decidid lo
move from Brown'at the end of her Freshman year. "Birdie" finnl;
believes that woman's place Is in the home. She never Icis umk
interfere with pleasure, and is seen fliltin- ab. u; tL, .iiiu . .,:; ..
all formals and informals. Flutler. I'm:' ,
the window for a good view "cross ihe i,
long words, her pluckiiiess, her "fr;ini.
class. After graduating she will fiirtiir: . . ., 1
an M. S. or \\. R. S.
Isaac Thornton Sherman, Ii *
"Ike"
Corporal I'll; Sereeant (2).
Club" but Florence moved to Massachusetts,
the co-cds. With his cheerful smile and large
sure to make good and we all wish him the best of luck.
Newport, R. I.
Agriculture
' '"-M- slid off the
:i. nnd wanted
passed his
.m "Aggie."
. .hange. "Oh!
"\\ akctield Dancing
nd "Ike" now plays
of energy he is
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Waldo Al 3ERT Smith Slocum, R. I
"Waldo" ' Smithv" \-rl.,;:i:ii-
Here he is our smiling Doug. Fairbanks from S'
bciran his car er at Kingston as a day student, ,.i .
remain one a long as the old horse lives. Rair,
always expect our Ben Hur from Sluckum tn rr.r
quiet village s t two minutes of eight, to ' ' i .
day. He has repeatedly declined to !- ^, ,tni>
circles and ca es not for the weaker oiu liow-
ever, be that a s it may, who knows whai idl.
.Alwavs ch^rful, industrious and a ^t. ^ v.c warn
Slocum to wa ch out when Waldo graduates.
V^^H Louis Stillman, ^E II
" ^H Class FootbalUi): Cl.iss Ha.sd
noklyn, X. V.
;d Kiik-iiieeriiii:
> l^l^kc^baI[ (2).
Sherburne Pride Sv /; '/'
Glee Club (l); Rope Pull
Class Debating (2); Secretary "i
This bright looking individn,,! j- .->-... 1, v.-.f
four long years ago, in search ol kiit/tticdgc-. I'lit
disturbed him in his quest. The nearest they evei
him was in his Sophomore year, when he joined
.Mthough he has not fallen for the co-eds he is a f
Maine. As a prohibitionist he stands unequalled !
Underwood's
" ' '
His time has
! TriE -VICTDRY- GRI3T |
Richard Christie Taft, X Brockton, Mass.
"l>iik" "Christie" Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Torgan, Jr., 0 E IT Providence, R. I.
"Nate" Electrical Engineering
"Nate" migrated to the wild and wooly hamlet of Kingston, three
years ago, from Providence Technical High School. He is an ardent
devotee to physical culture and can be found after every meal doing
"setting-up" exercises in the Dining Hall. The only claim which
he has on Mother Earth is based on yards and yards of legs and a
coming your wa\ jii^' li.ir
takes great delight :. ii.Th:
"Duckling," as ishis -. . : |' . , . ; . CpM,,
graduating "Nate" will l-o Ui Histi'uil Ciw to i.tke .'i pi.siiii.n as an
E. E. I. Prof, at Shirley College.
Arthur Joseph Tuzio Providence, R. I.
il
I
m
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Charles Howard Wales
"Prof." "Jo Mechai
erhill, Mass,
(i),(2); President Y.M.C.A. (2}; Sergeant (2);
Manager of Movies (2). (3); Soph. Hop Committee (2).
Since the top-heavy vouns represenuitive of that illustrious little
town of Haverhill blew' into' her sister. KiiiL^ston, there have been
great doings on the hill. Pi.c'iru '..:', ,h IdIk'Tii f>rf^-,n i,ii::>iU'^j
that is ever present, he h:i> !
1 1 , 11 ;
even passing Thermo. \\ <
uncle "Lanza" makes him ;
he has snapped varied and tu 1
and lo, we have the "CanRt.. i.1.1. i l. ^..ii.t., .i.t .,u> ...i>
Saturday night. He has made good on lite Hill and i^ buund to suc
ceed in the great world.
Haroi,!) Karl Whitaker, /'/ A,'
1 bill i) ChssBibtbalirt
I faithful student and
Angelo Joseph Zerbarin
"Zeb" "Lightning"
A A W Westerlv, R. I.
EIc< alEni
"Lightning" is a real personification of speed, here he comes, tliere
he goes that's our "Zeb." On his first visit here, he was going =>
fast that he went three miles below the village and had to walk back.
leaving this jocular mood "Zeb" is there with the goods. He
arrived in Kingston ready to take up the study of electrical engineer
ing and all the way he has made the sparks fly. The way he handles
those electrical and thermal equations hints that some day "Zeb"
will be a true to life "fl, E." "Zeb" once held a high position in the
"Bachelor's Club" but the sirens of Davis ensnared him and
but never mind "Zeb" the charm of the "Winky Dinks" is upon you
and the class wishes you the best of success.

'y^omcre
Class of 1922
Ijonorarp fi^tmbcc
Ol r.SSOK ll.tRRIKT L. Mkrrow
Class Oftictrg
. Scorpio .President
RtJBY A. Hoxsie I'ice-President
Martha Smith Secretary
Frank 11. 'T'oTMAN Treasurer
Class l?istorj>
Wc have ...ir p.-.u'.' in ln>t.-.iy.
TheKr.i'sCi.-.ii In.n-iti. .n-
J'tom "ht.Kl ili-it luiL-- S. .\.T. C.
To old pre-war position.
The time last year was not enough,
(Wc had some recreation)
But with a small percent of bluff
Wc held a worthy station.
Our Freshman Banquet at Chin Lee's
Deserves a jazzy chorus.
Those Sophies, thoughtful of our ease,
Our garments sent before us!
Who says we back against the wall?
Opponents have the floor
But in debates and basketball
They run to find the door!
We make a noise "to raise the dead"
Heads into snappy action,
I-'or liMMV Holden's born and bred
To lead the cheering faction!
SS
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fhe Midnight Riders seek our flag.
And make a mighty holier.
But Skip is not the name "to lag"
He goes where you can't fuller!
Ki! Ki! Ki! Sophs of Twenty-two!
And thisour rec,.llecli..ii.
Hip! Hip! Rhode Maiui-uliiiL- .uul blue.
We'll stand for your prou-ciiun.
S6
'>>r^^
^' ^. '^
Class of 1923
Donorarp ajcinbrr
Uavi.ano McColley Burgess
Class Offictrs
William S. Fort. . /'- :',lrnt
Ella H. Staf / /' .,/. 11/
Ma , Wi
t^istor; of ttr Class
On St-prcnilKT 16, 1919, Kingston Hill was invaded by an army, 160 strong,
d, i 1 as members of the class of 1923. After settling down, the
Jiu liegan the business of organizing the class.
Wc were i.uccessful in both the rope pull and the football game. It took
eleven minutes to wet the Sophs. The football game ended scoreless for both
sides. The class of '23 have made an excellent showing in Athletics, having con
tributed seven men to the varsity football squad and five to the basketball squad.
The men who represented Rhode Island when we defeated Brown in the cross
country run, were, with one exception, all of the class of '23.
We have a well organized class with plenty of class spirit and hope to make a
good showing in college activities in the future.
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Robert Harris Barker
with 191S
./ X.l. Engineering. Private, Motor Transport
rvice. Killed in action, in France; in summer.
Henrv Harold Barrows
with 1916
Agriculture. Private, Co. M, 47th Infantry.
Wounded in action at Chateau Thierry. Died
August 20, 1918. ^f ^^,;MJr
Ifi\ DoxALD Ellsworth Carltonfv% /'/ A". with 1918Agriculture. Cadet Pilot, \\\ Service
/" Killed in accident in training camp, England.
^i^*
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Paul Edward Corriveau
i' H; B. S. New 11.111, p-hli-i- (.'..II.-i-.-. i.,h: .\. M.
University of Missouri. l.yll.: l'i.,l.v-,.r <.l" 11, .ill
culture. First Lieutciiiini. i-i .\l.n-],iii.- ( .1111 Rrpl.n-,-
ment Battalion, 150th Co., V. S. .Marine Corpn
Killed in action, at Soissons, October, 1918.
Wallace Charles Craig
with 1920
P I K. Applied Science. Naval Reserve. Died
of pneumonia, in Chelsea Naval Hospital, February 11,
1918.
Edwin Baker D.-wis
with 1 92 1
./ X A. Applied Science. Student Army Train
ing Corps, Rhode Island State College. Died of
Influen-/.a, October, 1918.
Tri& ^VICTORY' GRIST
Rowland Sever Dodge
with igiH
/' / A'. Agriculture. Second lieutenant, Co. M, lOlst
Infantry. Cited for bravery and awarded Distinguished
Service Cross. Killed in action.
|. .r ixtr.i..iJiiiiiry heroism in action near Verdun,
IraiKi-. llct..lH-r 24-25. 1918. Learning of the proposed
aaviuu-i- ill u-hii-h his o.nipany was f. piirtiripate, and
;,ltli.,iiL.h Mck in a li,.-plt:,l. I.lriiten.uii I J,..!-.- secured
Ills release and joined his cumniaild. 1 le was at all times
ill atl\ ance of his front line, reconnoitering the ground,
thereby facilitating the advance. Leading a counter
attack, he was killed bv rifle-fire."
John Henry Fernande-^
Special .Agricultural Student, 1913-16. Corporal,
Co. B, Headquarters Battalion. Died of wounds in
France, while on detached service, October 4, 1918.
Lloyd Harold (Iledhili.
with 1921
B 't>. Applied Science. Sergeant, 310th Infantry.
Missing in action September 30, 1918. Reported
prisoner in Camp Rastatt, Germany, December, 1918.
Received cable of death in German prison, February,
1919.
RMODE-ljlANDiTAIE-X&LlBGE
I'^DWiN Matteson Greene
with 192 1
Engineering. Radio School, Tacoma Park, Mary
land. Died of influenza, October, 1918.
William. Frank Hanlin
B. S. 1916
/'/ A. Agriculture. Second Lieutenant, Infantry.
i'ounded and in hospital, in France, July, 1918.
idled in action, September, 1918.
Marchmont Hayward
with 1917
B if>. Chemical Engineering. Chemist, Ordnance
Department, U. S. Army. Killed in explosion.
Chemical plant. Midland, Mich., July, 1918.
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John Theodore Karlson
with 1917
AAH^. Engineering. Instructorof Naval Engineer
ing on Training Ship "U. S. S. Sturgeon Bay" at
Charlestown Navy Yard, Mass. Died ol pneumonia.
Beverley Shibley Lake
with 1918
Engineering. Chief .Mechanic, Battery A, 103d
Regiment, 51st Brigade, 25th IDivision. Gassed.
Died in France of bronchial pneumonia, .March 12,
1919.
Alexander Farnum Lippitt
with 1918
B <f. Engineering. F'irst Lieutenant, Infantry.
Wounded in France; brought to New York; died in
hospital, October, 1918.
RtlODE-lJlANDjrAlEOLlBGE.
Marcus George Mullins
with 1915
Applied Science. Private, 18th Co., 5th Battalii
151st Depot Brigade. Died of influenza at Car
Devens, October, 1918.
Chester .-\rthi,r Olsen
with 1918
("i A'. F'.nglneering. Candidate, Officers' Training
Camp. Died of pneumonia, at Plattsburg, July 4,
1917.
David An.\ Re
PIK. Mechanical F.iilmik-i ring. Second Lieutenant,
75th Co., 6th Regiment, L . S. .Marine Corps. Severely
wounded at Chateau Thierry; killed while being borne
outof action, July, 1918. Awarded Croix de Guerrewith
gold star. Recommended for Distinguished Service
Cross.
"Advancing to a point within fifty yards of enemy
machine gun emplacements in the Bois de ,
on June 10, 1918, they spotted the fire of our Stokes
Mortars, and by their utter fearlessness were enabled
to send back information that resulted in the capture
of the enemy's stronghold."
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George Searle Shepard
with 1919
I'lK. Agriculture. First Lieutenant, iSth Infantry.
Died of wouiuLs at \illers-Tournelle, .May 4, 1918.
Awarded the Croix dc Guerre.
Citation in General Orders 15, Headquarters, First
Division, March 31. 1918.
1st Lieut. George S. Shepard, U. S. R., i8th Infantrj-,
'lead a patrol into the enemy's position as far as the
.secind line trenches, obtainiiiL- viiliialil.- information;
unable to reach its own Hne l.,-l..i<- .!..> ll-.-lil the patrol
took shelter in a shell hole aii.l afur a lime boldly
walked across No Man's Land to its own trenches."
Two year agricultural student, 1915-17. U. S. Naval
Reserve. Died of pneumonia at Newport, 191S.
Preston Wayland Towne
with 1919
It ^. .'\pplied Science. Corporal, Coast Artillery.
Died of influenza, at Fort Washington, Maryland,
October, 1918.
1 Kl1QP-l5lANDJrAiE-g)LlBGE:
D.tviD Lamson Wood, Jr.
with 1919
/' / A. Engineering. First Lieutenant, Co. K, 38th
Infantry. Cited for bravery, July 22, 1918. Killed
in action, October g, 1918.
"While engaged with enemx-. by .in inspiring
example, maintained great su-., ilatoon,
which occupied the most exp. i-.,nally
cared for his wounded and b. ilie rear
in an orderly withdrawal over giuuud drenched
with bullets."
Extract from the Story of the Thirty-Eighth.
"Here in the Moussin ravine the attackers met a
concrete gun emplacement with just enough logs on
the sides and top to give it ihe look of ,-in old Indian
blockhouse. Lieutenant D.iviJ I,. W.....!. Jr.. with
the leading platoon of C... K. thiiiked this from the
west until a score of erstwhile busy Boches left
their white-hot machine guns and filed out with
the customary *Kamerade' salutations." October 9,
1918.
Fred IMansur Woods
with 1919
f^ -^. Applied Science. Private, 5th Casual Co.,
3rd Motor Truck Mechanic Regiment. Died of
pneumonia, in F^ranee, October, 1918.
V
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tCfte V919 Jfootball Season
Captain
Maurici: \'. Muru'iiY
S|3anaQer aeeistant 6|9anaerr
RiCH.ARD C. Taft Bernard A. Connolly
Coarb
Fred Murray
About forty candidates answered the call soon after cmIU-lh- Minnoa in Septem
ber and the prospects for a good team was soon evidc: ' - .en were back
with a lot of promising men from the Freshman and S cs. As usual
the Brown team was our first opponent and Coach lM^.iia^ i.iiii\c ihe team hard
in order to get it in trim for our old-time rival.
With but a week's practice we went up to Brown confident of making a good
showing. As a result of a mass meeting held earlier in the week much enthusiasm
was developed and the team was accompanied by a rather large crowd of loyal
students. But lack of practice proved to be the undoing of R. I. The team
started off well but numerous fumbles and poor generalship at times allowed Brown
to pile up a 27-0 score. Only straight football was in evidence and the game was
mediocre due to the number of fumbles. Turner played a good game for R. I.
and his tackling was one of the bright spots of the game. Murphy at half-back
was the only man who made any appreciable gains.
The team then went to Wesleyan the followlnir week and there ran up against
a team of veterans. Our team was weakened by iiijurie-i and fiiinblcs again, as in
the Brown game, proved R. I.'s undoing. The leain was handicapped by the lack
of a punter and Wesleyan gained considerable ground because of this lack. Our
diminutive backfield started off like world-beaters in the first quarter but seven
penalties for ofT-side took the heart out of the team and from then on the game was
all Wesleyan. However, the R. I. line showed great improvement, Wesleyan's
gains being mostly by forward passes and recovered fumbles. Knott and Hirtle
played a good game in the line. The score was 35-0.
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Boston University was our next opponent and it was by unfortunate mistakes
by the referee which allowed us to be beaten 14-6. The ball was in B. I'.'s territory
most of the game. 'I'oward the end of the first quarter the R. 1. foru.ird- l.l..ck,-d
a punt and Malloy scooped it up and raced across the line for R. 1.'.- >L..ri-. llic
attempt at a goal failed. During the second quarter neither team was able to
gain consistently but the play was in B. Li.'s territory throughout most of the
period.
Ill llie lliird .iimrlir a long forward pass netted B. U.'s score. Call was
fouled uhllf ..iKiiipilii..: lo catch the ball but this went by unnoticed. In the
final .pniiu-r R. I. I..ic.-d H. L. 10 punt. Call catching the ball on his own goal line.
The ball was n.rii In. 111 his h,,inl^ |,i an . .|>|-. .-In- player and the touchdown was
allowed hy tlu- ,.llul.,U. R. I. ua- ln-i,l<- ,.t li. I.'s icii-\-ard line when the game
ended. Malloy, Seabury and I link- pui up a line fame f,.r R. 1.
With several new men in the lineup ihe team went I.) Ste\ ens but returned a
loser 31-2. R. I.'s score came in the third period as a result of a punt fumbled
behind the goal line. At times R.L outplaced lur i.pixmcnts but lacked the
sctjring punch. Stevens scored her points b\ 1..iil^ f,-.ruard passes and a couple
of "shoestring" plays which worked to perfection. R. 1 .'s defence was weak at times.
Tweedell threw the opposing backfield for losses time and again, while Murphy
played a strong game although injured several times. Seabury and Hirtle played
well on the defence stopping plays before they got started.
In our next game Holy Cross defeated us 29-3. Their defence was too strong
for us to penetrate while R. I.'s line was weak. The R. I. backs were stopped
al : ,I-yg..I stalled. Our only score came as a ,,-,li . 1' :. 1
fun' In.pklck by J..lii,-..n fi-,.in ihe ;;yai-,l 11-!.. \
ofli,.,: ... I. , 111, [ilayed a stnnig game and tackled hard ., n.l ... I ...s
very serl.jusly handicapped the team, no less than six of the regular- being out ul
the game.
Wc next played M. A. C. at Kin,..'st..n in a f ,- hard game in which luck
played an imp. .riant pai I In ,.,ir di-f.-a1 h\ 1 1..- : . -I 1 - ,- 1 1. In the first quarter
on a series ,.f -kin lackU- i-lay- an,! end',,.!, K 1 , , .. d the ball to M. A. C.'s
40-yar,l line. .\ drop kick failed. Later Turner recovered a fumble and a suc
cession ..f lliK- bucks brought the ball to M. A. C.'s 30-yard line from which John
son klckr.l a ll.-ld goal. In the second quarter the ball was worked to R. I.'s 25-yard
line. The .\L ..\. C. quarter threw a forward pass which struck a player on the head
and bounced into an M. A. C. player's hands, and M. A. C. scored its first touch
down. M. A. C. scored its second touchdown as a result of a recovered fumble
with line plunges and a long forward pass. Later R. I. scored two points when
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an M. A. C. back fell on the ball behind his own goal line. On the next play
Johnson received a punt and ran 25-yards through a broken field for a touchdown.
In the fourth quarter a fumbled ball rolled into the crowd and was recovered
by an M. A. C. player. Three long runs placed the ball across the line for the
visitor's final score. Malloy played a great game while Turner at end broke up
play after play. Johnson and Murphy made some good gains.
Worcester Tech was our next opponent and only once during the game was
she able to get the ball out of her own territory for any length of time, that once
being when she scored her lone touchdown. R. I. outplayed Tech throughout
the whole game but a muddy field handicapped our light backfield considerably.
Toward the last of the first period a Tech back broke through the hne of scrimmage
and brought the ball to the 20-yard line. R. I. held for three downs but on the
fourth a short forward pass scred a i<,ir1u1..w!! f,,r Tech. The alU-nipl al a goal
failed. R. I. brao-,1 In ihe -.-end half and \\,,i-ce-R-r iiiade hu! ..n.- lli-I down. In
the last quarter a prill; hiiuaid pas- In, 111 Mnrph) I., Turner hn.!i..;lil the ball to
W. P. I.'s three-y.ird Iln,- ..lul |,,lins,,n carried it over on the ncxl play. 'I'hc
attempt at a goal l,.,,ke.l mnjlux :u-.,..J !.,theR. 1. men but the referee thought other
wise. Turner and Mowry al ends and Murphy and Johnson in the backfield played
a strong game for R. I. .
In the final game of the season with Connecticut Aggies at Kingston, R. 1. lost
7-3 after playing a spectacular game and outplaying the visiuir- the whole way.
After receiving the kick-,. IT. line bucks by Murphy. J..lii,-,,n an.l \,.,,l.pil-i and a
30-yard forward pass to N,-dqinsl b!-,,ii,_>ht llie ball !>, C. .mu-clicnr- ..m-yard
line. R. I. was off-side ..11 ilu- ii,-.xl play and another penaltv brought the ball back
to the visitors' 20-yard line fi. .m where Johnson kicked a field goal. L'p to the
fourth quarter R.L was wilhin -criiig distance several times but lacked the
necessary punch to put the ball across. In ihc quailer R. 1. u.is P.rced to punt
on a fourth down. Nordquist was wailing f.,r ilu- p.,- Inn Si-al,iny hurled the
ball over his head and when the back rec,.,\crcd the ball. It was on ihe eight-yard
line. A short forward pass by the Aggies brought the ball to the one-yard line
where for two downs the R. I. line was impenetrable. In the fourth down the ball
was just barely put over. R. I. was gradually advancing toward Connecticut's
goal when the whistle ended the game. The result came as a great blow. After
playing one of the greatest games during the season and forcing the fight the whole
way, the unfortunate incident in the fourth quarter capped the climax of a season
full of injuries. Only two men who played in the last game started the season.
No less than fifteen men played in the backfield during the season while only
nine men made their letter. The coach was forced to use Nordquist in the back-
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field even though he had only one day's practice before ihe game. Potter. Murphy
and Seabury played a great game while Nordquist broke up every forward pass
No blame can be attached to the coach for the showing of the team. Many
of the best men were forced to leave the team on account of injuries and in no two
games did the same men start. Knott, Malloy, Holden, Casey, Brownell, Fleck
and Call were forced to leave the team. The team played finely toward the end
of the season and with an even break it should have won a large percentage of its
games.
The scores:
R. 1. o Brown, 27
R. 1. o Wesleyan. 5;
R. I. (. Bosl,,n rnivcrsitv, 14
R. I. 2 Stevens. ;i
R.l. -, Ih.lv Cross, 29
R. 1. II M. A. C, 19
R.l. 6 W^orccster Tech, 6
R.l. ; C,.,,,,,-, il,-i. 7
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basketball
Captain Spanaarr
George J. Malloy Albert 11. Holley
aaaietant 6@anaQFr (EToaclr
Wn.LARD H. Ford Fred Murray
Uljr lOUi Reason
As soon as college opened in January, practice got under way. The team had
Malloy and Spencer left from last year and a large number of promising men from
the entering class. With a little over a week's practice a game with Bmwn was
staged on our own floor. The crowd of excited and enthu^ia'-ile sptelainrs saw
a fine clean game. In the first half Brown jumped into the iraj by -mhic clever
passing and team work and the half ended 7-4 in favor of Brown. But in the
second half R. I. played rings around her old rival, taking the aggressive and by
superior playing finally came out winners by a 25-19 score. At right guard Antu-
lonis was all over the floor and broke up play after play while Spencer and Malloy
were the heavy scorers for R. I.
The next game was a practice game with the Bristol Y. M. C. A. team. The
game was fast at times but the rough tactics of the visitors handicapped the Varsity.
The team showed up better than in its game with Brown, the team work having
improved considerably. As in the Brown game Antulonis played a fine game,
while Malloy had seven baskets and two fouls to his credit which aided the Varsity
to a great extent in winning 3VI4-
The Varsity then jou: - .>> our old rival C. A. C. The
team ran away from the A_ . 1 '. It was a fast and interesting
game throughout. Mali"} Lets to his credit while Spencer
caged eleven fouls and one basket.
Another practice game was played in which Dean Academy was the victim
22-19. The game was a rough and tumble affair and very uninteresting to watch.
The spectators were not very enthusiastic and gave vent to their opinions time
and again. There was frequent squabbling over decisions and two men were
ejected from the game for rough playing.
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The team then played a return game with Brown at Providence. Nearly
every man in college was there and the ^'liis were L'-uni: loo',' strong but a faculty
ruling prevented them. The game was \\>-\\y cnntesu\l t liiMUL'hout and the decision
never seemed sure. Brown led at the end mI' the hali^^d. \ lii lory got the first basket
for Browm but Spencer failed in his try. Jordan of Brown then scored two baskets
and Mallory followed with another. Then Antulonis for Rhody pushed two in
and Holden followed with another and the half ended.
Both teams went back for the second half with a vengeance. Malloy caged
a basket and Spencer followed with a foul. The crowd went wild u luti lie t(ssed
in another. Flynn then went in for Malloy and Murphy took Holden's place.
This added the necessary punch and Flynn immediately ca^'eil a ba-:l:ei. Pieri
of Brown duplicated and Murphy got another for R. I. Mallory faileti in an
attempt for a foul and Spencer had just scored a point on a foul for R. 1. when
the whistle blew and R. I. was the victor bythe score 16-15. ^^ ^'^^^ an exciting
game from start to finish and the victory was R. I.'s third over Brown in two
years. There were no individual stars for either team but Fieri of Brown got in
some long baskets.
R. I.'s next game was with New Hampshire State. Here the team ran up
against a veteran combination and was forced to acknowledge their first defeat
42-18. It was a fast game, the fastest seen on the Durham floor in a number of
years but the teamwork of the Granite State collegians was too much for Rhody.
New Hampshire led at the end of the half 26-6, but in the second half R. I. took
a brace and scored twelve points to Durham's sixteen. Spencer played the best
game for R. I. scoring four baskets and three fouls.
On her own floor Rhode Island trimmed the Connecticut team for the second
time by a score of 49-46. The game was fast and the lead see-sawed back and
forth during the game, R. I. winning in the last few minutes of play. The score
stood at 22 all at the end of the half. Swift and accurate passing featured the game.
For R. I. Spencer led in the scoring with seven baskets and the same number of
fouls. Alalloy got eight baskets while Holden garnered six. Lockwood for the
Aggies was a star with ten baskets and eight fouls.
In the last game of the season R. I. defeated the stroni: Newport Naval Reserve
team 39-34 at Kingston. Il ua^ tlir rouL'lie-^t L'anie ^t' the -^ea-ion on the home
floor and it was due mainly i,> ihe |,.nb ih.ii the \eup-ii learn !o.t. The sailors
played a whirlwind game during the ^il^l-lial[ and it looked like curtains for R. I.
when the score stood 22-7 against them. But in the second half the Reserves were
swept off their feet by the fast and aggressive playing of the Rhode Island men.
Baskets followed in quick succession and the final score stood 39-34 in favor of
R. I. The sailors were reputed as having the strongest team in Southern New
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England but our boys showed them what real fighting was. Spencer was the star
for R. I. with six baskets and eleven fouls to his credit while Malloy had six baskets
in his favor.
After this last game Malloy was elected captain for the 1919-1920 season and he
will have a fiiu- nucK-iis
Walker for lh<- gr,-.ii lea
into the team. Seven vii
of the dual defeat of Bn
its good work.
The results of the se
w. .rk with. Too much credit cannot be given to Coach
he pill out and the wonderful fighting spirit he instilled
..ties in eight starts being an exceptitmal record. Becau
ason follow:
Rhode Island, 25
Rhode Island, r,
Rll,.de Island. ,!0
Rll,,ae M.iiid. K,
Rli,..lc Island, l,S
Rh,.dc Island, 49
Rhode Island, 39
1 gold basketballs in recognit
Bristol 1 .M.C.A.. l.t
C..niu-clicii!. IS
Dean .\.-adc,iiv. l.)
, of
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Albert S. Hudson ...
Wayland M. Burgess.
Arthur E. Haslam. . .
Fred Walker
IBaSfball
Captain
. .Manager
.Issistant Manager
Coach
%^t 1910 ^rason
The college was Indeed fortunate in securing an
has handled many teamsand has played professional
and a man with a great amount of pu?li a
the previous year he was confronted will:
Indoor practise began the middle of March with a g:
and the outlook was promising.
The great feature of the team was the
by Coach Walker. We went to Brown con
team was a sight to behold. Snapp\ liel!
big crowd of spectators. The great lu
Knight coupled with brilliant fieldini: jm-
innings. But in the thirteenth the .storni 1
grounder to Coulter. Vreeland walked ;
Reed singled past first base and took second
Willi 01
t proble
ch, Fred Walker, who
beside-^ being a fighter
,ic\elup!ng a tcan
- of candidates ol
pep" and fight that haJ been i
TIm ng of the
-illcd the
Hudso
first (
En
fuUv
IS, the
Keith's thus
HudM^i fouled out to Erickson.
the attempt to get Vreeland at third.
batter then hit a terrific line drive to the left-fielder who grace-
luifieJ the ball and two R. I. men crossed the plate. Emmons took second
orctl on Ca-ey\ hit. Nichols was an easy out. In Brown's half after two
lilt. Peckiiani n-.ichcd second on Nordquist's error and scored on Porter's
riie next man \\ a- out at lir-l iliu^ i-ndlng a most exciting game. The team
baiKjiKi al the Narragansett Hotel and a theatre party at
ing a great day for R.I.
ile Hudson struck out sixteen
in great style and kept the few
Iter at second played fine ball
times up.
elebi
Casey and Lu made spectacular catches, \
men and allowed six hits. Emmons held up Hudso
Brown runners hugging the sacks. For Brown, Ci
while Porter starred at the bat with two hits in thn
Innings 123456789 R H E
Rhode tsland 0 0 0 0 000000
Brown 0 0 0 0 000000
Batteries R.I. H idson and Immons
Brow a K light and Erickson
After defeating our old rival. Brown, oi
R. 1. scored the winning run in the ninth w
stole second and scored when the left-fielde
made two hits besides playing a good game
Innings 12345
Rhode Island o o o i o
Tufts 00012
r next victim was Tufts by a 4-3 score.
ith two down when Nordquist walked,
mufHed Vreeland's high fly. Nichols
in the field.
8
nd En
R 11 E
4 7 4
a poorly played game. A
Batteries R. 1. Nichols, Huds,
Tufts Ballou and Jeffrey
Our next game although a victory for R. I. t
cold raw wind handicapped the players but Hudson pitched a good game and
would have had an easy time winning if it had not been for infield errors. O'Brien
and Emmons garnered two hits apiece while Vreeland fanned the Colby twirlers
for three.
Innings 123456789 R H 1'',
Rhode Island 1101103OX 7125
C'olby 2001 10002 .6142
Batteries R.L li,i
Colby lla
went to Storr;
Wi Dr
ng ,
The team th,
lost 3-2. After the second inning
to score twice, Nichols had the Agg:
teen men and the team played fine ball, but th
its poor base running.
Connecticut
O'Brien led in the striking
Innings I 2
Connecticut o 2
Rhode Island I c
Batteries R. I
Con
nd excitiiad in a long
hen two tough errors alh.wc.l C, ,11
eating out of his hand. 1 le struck i
ly many chances to
finally
the thirteenth
with two hits apiece.
345678
pla
000000
Hudsi
295
Nichols
Sawin a
and Emmons
nd Mahoney
Stung by this defeat by Connecticut, the team came back strong and got sweet
revenge by trimming them by a 5-2 score. The team showed lots of pep and
pulled ofl^ a couple of fast double plays. Nichols pitched a fine game striking out
thirteen men , and aided by spectacular fielding, he held the Aggies under his thumb
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the whole game. Hudson led in the attack with two llils while Lucey played a
good game in the field.
Innings 123456789 RHE
Rhode Island 0100120IX 582
Connecticut ooiiooooo 295
Batteries R.L Nichols and Emmons
Conn. Sawin and Mahoney
Our next game was with Boston College. Here our boys struck one of the best
teams in the East but at that the B. C. team was prepared for a hard game. How
ever, the team although playing a good game in the field could not hit while B. C
fanned Hudson for eleven safe bingles and R. I. came out at the small end by an
8-1 score. Nichols scored R. I.'s only run on his hit, stolen base and a hit and
run play in which Whitaker came ll,!-,'.U!.-li uiili ., iliiu-ly lill !,, center. Nordquist
played a good game in the field iviili ..lu- slip-ii], in cl,-\i-ii cliaiices.
Innings i 2 3 4 5 6 7 .s 9 RUE
Boston College 2100121IX 811 3
Rhode Island oiooooooo 132
Batteries
"
R. I. Hudson and Emmons
B. C. Shanahan and Urban
The second game with Brown was played in a drizzling rain. The field was
a sea of mud and the ball was very difficult to handle which accounted for
the large number of errors. Nichols started to pitch for Rhody but he lacked
control. A couple of passes, a sacrifice, a wild pitch and a three bagger accounted
for Brown's first three runs. Hudson was then rushed in but he fared no better
and the final score stood 7-0 in favor of Browm. The only time R. I. was dangerous
was in the third when they had three on and one dowm, but Knight tightened and
retired the side without a score. Nichols pasted the pill for two hits while Vree
land knocked out a three bagger.
Innings 123456789 R H E
Brown 330000001 765
Rhode Island 000000000 056
Batteries R.I. Nichols, Hudson, Turner and Emmons
Brown Knight and Erickson
The team then went on a three game trip to Maine. 'I'he University of
Maine was the first team played and although R. I. had the "peppiest organization
seen on the local diamond for a number of years," they lost 5-2. Maine scored
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four runs in the third with the aid of three hits and two errors, but after that they
got only one scrath hit <ilT Nichols. The Maine pitcher was saved lime and again
by sensational fielding with a few one hand stabs thrown in, while the home team got
a few flukey hits which helped them considerably. In the fifth Casey walked and
stole second. Lucey and Vreeland fanned. Rhodes singled which -,-..ird Case\'.
Nordquist followed with another single sending Rhodes to third and lie l... ,k second
on the throw in. Emmons drove out n liner tn left which was caught after a long
run and sensational catch. Again in ilu- ,-Il'IiiIi \..i.l.pilsi and Emmons singled.
Ford hit to right scoring Nordquist. l-.!!im..ii- lakiii.j lliird hut a fast double play
shut off the rally. Rhodes and Nordquist each got two hits.
Innings 123456789 RHE
Maine 0140000OX .5^3
Rhode Island ooooiooio 253
Batteries R. I. Nichols and Emmons
.Maine Watson and Reardon
The next game on the Maine trip was with Colby. Here the team seemed
to have lost all the fight and pep they displayed the day before and the fielding
and headwork was at its lowest ebb. This game was a disappointment to the
team's followers. Eleven errors and only four hits tells the story. The Colby
pitcher didn't have a thing on the ball compared to the pitching the team had
been against all season. The only feature of the game was a triple in the fifth
by Nordquist which scored two runs.
Innings 123456789 RHE
Colby 30002031X 976
Rhode Island 001020000 3411
Batteries R.l. Hudson and Emmons
Colby Hamer and Pulsifer
The team then took on Bates at Lewiston. Here Coach Walker showed
that he was determined to have a team that obeyed his training rules. The team
was to have played Bates on a Saturday but on account of rain the eame was played
the following Monday. Meanwhile four of the b.,! i,,.,, 1,,, ,kc ir..ining and the
coach immediately sent them home, leaving only lijlii ['l..yr!\~. lint ..\ssistant
Manager Haslam got into a suit and the game put up by ihe crippled team was a
credit to the college and Coach W'alker. The fellows gave the best that was in
them and failed only because they lacked the proper team-work. The Maine
papers commented on the wonderful fighting spirit of the team and although they
lost 3-0 the fellows felt that they had made a good comeback. Hudson pitched a
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great game striking out fifteen and allowing only three hits, and with the proper
support he should have won as Bates failed lo earn a single run.
Innings i 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 RHE
Bates 0002000IX 33 3
Rhode Island 000000000 033
Batteries R. I. Hudson and Casey
Bates Cusick and Stone
In order to build up the team again and fill up the gaps left by the four sus
pended men, a practice game with the Providence Crilonials was played. The team
lost 8-5 in thirteen innings but it showed the coach that there were a few undis
covered players in college.
The rebuilt team then took on M. A. C. and In a close and exciting game was
finally returned a winner by a 2-1 score. With two out in the first inning, Casey
singled and Hudson scored him with a scrcaniint: double lo left and crossed the
pan himself a moment later when Whitaker doubled to L-fi-c.'tiier. in the eighth
M. A. C. succeeded in pushing a man across but \\ h\te was ru.shcd in to relieve
Turner, and the rally was checked b\ his poii-side delivery. Turner pitched a
fine game for R. I. while Nordquist contributed a couple of spectacular catches
over second.
Innings 123456789 RHE
Rhode Island 200000000 244
M. A. C. oooooooio 152
Batteries R. I. Turner, Whyte. Hudson and Casey
M. A.C. Gasser and CoUIns
The next day the team went to Worcester and took a 6-0 fall out of Worcester
Tech. The game was fast and Hudson had the Tech boys under his thumb, allow
ing only five hits while his team-mates got ten. In the first Inning O'Brien and
Nordquist led off with hits and then executed a double steal. The Tech short
stop then booted Casey's grounder scoring O'Brien, but Nordquist was out at the
plate on a close play. In the third Reed hit safely and Lucey got a lift on Carlson's
second error. O'Brien beat out a bunt. Nordquist singled scoring Reed and
Lucey. R. I. scored three in the eighth when Lucey and O'Brien hit safely,
advanced a base on a passed ball and both scored on Nordquist's double to left center.
He immediately stole third and scored on Hudson's line drive to left. O'Brien
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and Xordquist each collected three hits. The team fielded in great style and the
team-work was a sight to behold.
Innings 123456789 RHE
Rhode Island 102000030 6101
W. P. T. 000000000 05s
Batteries R. I. Hudson and Casev
W. P.T. Bagley, Hunt and Mason
Rhody's next game was with Boston College at Kingston and It was a dis
astrous defeat for the team which could do nothing with l-'ir/.patrick, the B. C.
twirler, while B. C. slammed the offerings ofTurner. \\h\ \r and Marx to all corners
of the lot. As a last resort Hudson went in and iield the I>. C. stickers helpless.
Had he started the game it may have resulted in a R. 1. victory as he served up a
fine article of ball but the damage had been done. Nordquist was the only R. I.
man to reach second base besides accepting ten hard chances without an error.
R. I. made nine errors and coupled with five doubles, one triple and six stolen bases,
B. C. had an easy time of It, winning 12-0.
Innings I 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 RHE
B. C. 045100101 12 9 o
R. I. 000000000 059
Batteries R. I. Turner, Whyte, Marx, Hudson and Casey
B. C. FItzpatrIck, McTish and Urban
On Memorial Day the team played the Trojans of Newport at that city and in
this team our boys ran up against the strongest semi-pro team in Southern New
England. Considering the opposing pitcher, a former big-lcaguer, the team did
well to hold them to an 8-2 score. R. I. collected six hits, five of which were doubles.
The next day the team played the Naval Training Station team. Turner
pitched shutout ball for six innings but he weakened in the seventh. Hudson
was sent in with the score 6-1 and with three on, Turner slipped on a cement cross
walk while going for a fiy ball, and the drive went for a home run when it should
have been an easy out. R. I. got two more in the eighth but the sailors came
across with some heavy sticking In the ninth and won 9-8.
The last game of the season was with Holy Cross, afterwards declared cham
pions of the East. R. I. started off like winners and scored first when, with two out,
Call walked, O'Brien singled and Nordquist came through with a drive over first
base, scoring Call. Nordquist was out at second on an attempted hit-and-run.
After that it was all Holy Cross. Poor fielding by third base and the outfielders
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coupled with some terrific hitting gave Holy Cross 12 runs. The fielding of the
Holy Cross infield was spectacular while R. I. made ten errors. Nordquist pulled
off the star play of the game when he made a great running catch of a foul back of
third. The sting of this overwhelming defeat was taken away when the fellows
watched Brown being trimmed by a 14-0 score the next day.
Innings
Holy Cross
Rhode Island
6 RHE
R.L
Holy Cr
Hudsc
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it was not successful.'
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Below are the batting and fielding iverages 0 the players
G. A.B. iB. P.O. A. E. R. S.H. S.B. T.B. Bat. I icid
VVHTt,p 000 I OCIO
52 4 23 346
333
301
268
872^
S3
S6
9
34
_
846
944Hudson, p. ib.. . '7 IS SO s 3 7
I'.MMONS. C . ' 9 fi 83 17 3 0 8 242 1
Nichols, r- ll> ' 9 34 8 S3 S 2 S 10 235 967
Casky, c. .1 '7 07 7 6 12 194 918
\ REKLAM,. ' 9 28 S 7 2 3 2 I 8 178 7S0
9 28 s 9 10 3 2 4 8 178 864
Rhodks, ; 11 27 4 12 2t 9 2 S 150 786
7 65 8 107 17 16 2 2 123 877
IS 41 4 21) 0 4 09; Kio
6 16 7 s 3 2 0 0 06, 728
'4 0 7 4 S D 0 1 0 bqO
1 4 0 3 0 I 0 0 0 OtX) 7SO
Fori,, p. o.f. . .. 3 3 ' 0 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 000
- 0 7 1 I 0 0 0 000 899
' I 1 0 " I 0 0 000 000
528 I 106 454 232 86 43 16 29 125
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Crach
Roland T. Pihl (Relay) Captain
Edward Gamble . Manager
Harry F. Baackk Assistant Manager
Fred Walker Coach
tCfte 1919 Reason
On account of the war the college had had no track team since the spring of
1916 but as soon as college opened in January, 1919, relay candidates were called
out. The board track was soon put up and with the large number of promising
candidates a good relay team was assured. A team consisting of Pihl, Johnson,
Totman and Anderson, was picked to represent the college at the B. A. A. meet
in Mechanics Hail, Boston, on March i, 1919 with New Hampshire StateCollege
as our opponent.
Each man was to run 390 yards. Totman started off well and held his own
all the way around. Johnson took the baton from Totman and by running a
pretty race handed a five-yard lead to Anderson. This R. I. man lost the lead
but regained it when his man fell. Pihl running anchor man was just nosed out
at the finish. The time was 3:17.
I^ack of money prevented the college from being represented on the field during
the spring of 1919. But In September, without a track coach, the men went out
of their own accord and began holding cross-country practice.
The candidates were mostly Freshmen. After about a month's practice a
cross-country run with Brown was arranged to be held November I, 1919- The
course was a trille over four and one-half miles in length, the race starting and
ending at the Aihlctlc field. Seven men were entered from each college, the first
ten hiii.sliing 1'. count.
After a pretty race, in which Chandler (R. I.) led the whole way, R. I. con
quered Brown by the score of 22-33. I'^xcellent time was recorded. Chandler
finished first with a 50-yard lead, in the good time of 25:20. Rhode Island got
first, third, fourth, sixth and eighth places. The prospects for a successful 1920
season are exceptionally bright as there Is a wealth of fine material In the Fresh
men class and with a good coach R. I. should be able to give a good account of
herself In track.
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^HnbergralJuate Hearers of tfje
R.I.
Maurice V. Murphy
George J. Malloy
William Tweedell
Douglas Seabury
Edgar E. Turner
Charles S. Gardner
Richard C. Taft
SiGSBEE D. AIOWRY
JFootba[I
E. Cecil Eastwood
Roy p. Call
James E. Knott, Jr.
Harold Whitaker
Raymond Earn ham
Grant Potter
Roy Hirtle
Arthur Olson
PH S. Murphy
Albert S. Hudson
Clarence E. Nordqui
Harold W hitakfr
IBadrball
Richard Casey
Lyndon W. Rhodes
Richard Lucey
George J. Malloy
Maurice V. Murphy
William Antulonis
Basketball
William Dawson
Sherburne S. Swe
James Holden
Joseph S. Murphy
Frank E. Greenhalgh
Ucacfc
William Tweedell
R?ATERN1TIE5
#
0!fe
R110C>B-l5lAND:5rA[E)LlB6B
i^t)o lota i^appa
l^onotatp Stptmbrt
Dr. Howard Edwards
1920
Fredi-rkk RoniNSON Briggs George Edwim Lijtiier
(;i.,,r,,i .\miI)i;w Fearn Maurice Vincent Murphv
J.\M!:S 1^[>\\ AKD KxOTT, Jr. Fr.ANKLIN IIoxSIE SpRINGER
John Douglass Wiley
1921
John Laciil.an Daneker R.4YMOND Charles LaPerche
Harol D Earle
1922
Whitaker
Edward H.arris B.arr James Hamer Holden
Charles DeW olf Brownell Louis Eugene Pastorini
Marshall Gilbert Carlton Jr. Senior Wade
Edward L. Godfrey
1923
Evart Yarvots
Walter Booth Bt,TTERwoRT ,1 William Merrick Holliday
Harry ViNcFXT C,,i.i:man Royal Tremaine Hirtle
Edward Patrick Dunn Roy Perry
Theodoric Bland Edw.a.rds James Gammon Shaw
Joseph Stephen Murphy Robert Palmer Wood
SBcmbctB in JFflcultp
Gf,.r< F EnwAi 1) .\nAM,s
Howl \ND Bur JICK
William Joseph Whalen
>n
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tEfjcta (Ctii
JFoimdcd at fJortoitlj ainibrr0itp. 1856
actibc Cliaptrrg
Alpha.. Norwich Universit)'
Beta . . Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Gamma University of Maine
Delta . Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Epsilon Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Zeta New Hampshire State College
Eta... ...Rhode Island State Cllcge
Theta . . -Massachusetts Agricultural C,,|lcge
Iota... Col;;ate lniversity
Kappa Ullivnsilv ,,f Pennsylvania
Lambda C,,in,4l University
Mu . 1 iv,T-ily ,,f Cahfornia
Nu. . . lla,i,pdcn-Sldney College
Xi rivcr.iiyoi Virginia
Omicron Richmond College
Pi Dickinson College
Rho . University of Illinois
Sigma. . . . . Oregon Agricultural College
Tau Universitv ,>f Fl,,rida
Upsilon New Y.,rk Lniversity
Phi . . . North Dakota Agricultural College
Chi ... Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Psi Universitv of Wisconsin
Omega IVnusvlvaiiia Slate C,,llege
Alpha Beta . [nnir-ixy ,,f Pittsburg
Alpha Gamma Lniversity of Michigan
alumni Ctiaptcrs
Boston Worcester
New York Philadelphia
Pittsburg Hartford
Western Vermont (Burlington) San Fr.ancisco
Providence Richmond
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Arthur F.dmond Haslam
Albert Sprague Hudson
1920
Roland Taylor I^ihl
George Joseph .\L\lloy
Richard Christie Taft
1921
Harold James Hall Baker Arthur Lincoln Clark
Lawrence Austin Records
Richard Grant Casey
Vinal Norberg ILastings
George Ellerv Ingraham,
Joseph Church Ri:
1022
Moses Christy Lowry
Richard Alphonsus Lucey
John Fremont Nye
Grant Hamblett Potter
George William Wood
Abner Harris Bailey
Ch.vrles Raymond Blake
George Dickinson, Jr.
Raymond Atwood Eldredge
EsKiL Conrad Johnson
Lawrence Winthrop LaBree
1023.
Roy Carroll Matteson
John William McCarthy
Joseph Domnick McL.vughlin
Raymond Maxwell Peckham
Lee Valley Spencer
Lawrence Herman Staf
Qprmbtro inlacultp
John Kverktt Ladd
Lester \\ illiam Lloyd
*^-*^i - ^"^
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Beta i31)t
l^onorarp Qpcmbcc
John Barlow
John Wi
1920
r Brierly Kenneth LeRoy Northup
: Cruickshank Vernon James Wilbourn
Harold Kenneth Wilder
Everett Adams Copeland
William Harding Ford
Carl Edwin Fritz
Walter Webster Moore
1921
HoH.\Ki. Joseph O'Connell
J(>-.i:i',i \\Mi.AcE Peckham
Is.XAC TliORNTON ShERMAN
Sherburne Pride Sweetland
Alvan Jason Allen
Alfred Carr Barton, Jr
Marsi>i-:n' Pirky P.vri.k
!.].,,, I, in KLI iCI l,M,l R
Leslie Seerli.l I'Lltche
1922
Ralph Eldon Harrington
Ri:ssELL Cheney Hawes
Ji>ii\ Hamilton Reed
\\ I, J.I \.M 1 I \R\EY SiMAS
Anullu Scorpio
Nathaniel DeWey Wells
1923
George Alfred Chandler
Earle Sylvester Edwards
Willi WI Sri]ii:RLA.ND Fort
H \R<,i,i, 1 Rl i,iRicK Gee
And
lit
Nelson Webs
S^tmfter in fatuity
Wayland A'IcColley Burge
^A^
^^^
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l}onorarp Sl^rmber
Marshall Henry Tyler
Dorald Dewey Beasely
Francis Lincoln Briggs
George Howard Fleck
1020
William Dawson
NuMAN Allan Martell
Ch.arles Everett Mason
Edward Nordquist
Bernard Ambrose Connolly
Edwin Marshall Deery
Albert Henry Holley*
1921
Samuel Allen McKee
James Patrick O'Brien
Angelo Joseph Zkrharit
Harold Carlton Bloxham
John Martin Donegan
James Francis Greene
1922
Joseph Bernard Byrnes
Watson Clarence Gillis
Frank Howard Totman
Harold Owar Fager
Ralph Lawrence French
Raymond Arthur Hudson
Bertrand Warren Kelley,
Harry Richard Michie
John Edward Wc
Charles Anthony Wron
Charles Amos Pike
Walter John Ritzau
John Leslie Wright
Allan James Rooney
^&^
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lamtiba Ct)i ^Ipiia
jfoiintirt) at Sastoii tlnibtrsitp, 1909
jactibc Ctaptrrs
Alpha Zeta Boston University
Gamma Zeta. . . , . Massachusetts Agricultural College
Epsilon Zeta. . . . University' of Pennsylvania
Zeta Zeta Pennsylvania State College
Iota Zeta Brown University
Lambda Zeta .Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Beta Zeta I'niver.sit) of Maine
Sigma Zeta University of Michigan
Phi Zeta. Rutgers College
Delta Zeta Bucknell University
Pi Zeta Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Omicron Zeta . . Cornell University
Mu Zeta. University of California
Tau Z,ta \\ .,^hington State College
Eta Zeta Uli.ul.- Mand StateCollege
Theta Zeta. 1), :,,,,,,.,, ill College
Upsilon Zeta 1 : ; -.-e College
Xi Zeta .... UePauw University
Chi Zeta LTniversity of Illinois
Omega Zeia. Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Kappa Zeta Knox College
Nu Zeta . . University of Georgia
Rho Zeta 1 lli, ,11 College
Psi Zeta Purdue University
Alpha Alpha Zeta Butler College
lOd
A., t
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Alpha Gamma Zeta , lniversity of South Dakota
Alpha Epsilon Zeta. . Harvard University
Alpha Zeta Zeta . , . Colgate University
Alpha Iota Zeta. \,ll,e<leni University
Alpha Lambda Zeta . 1 I,,-..,,,, \l'ii, ,ili,ir;,l College
Alpha Beta Zeta.. , 1 iinet-il) ,.f Wiscimsin
Alpha Phi Zeta University of Alabama
Alpha Delta Zeta. MisM,iin School of Mines
Alpha Pi Zeta University of Denver
Alpha Omicron Zeta , .University of Indiana
Alpha Mu Zeta ... University of Texas
Alpha Tau Zeta .. Iowa State College
Alpha Eta Zeta 0: lahonta A. and M. College
Alpha Sigma Zeta ... Cuniherlaiid University
Alpha Theta Zeta . . . r.in;.lln and Marshall College
Alpha Upsilon Zeta. Syracuse University
Alpha Xi Zeta .New Hampshire College
Alpha Chi Zeta Richmond College
Alpha Omega Zet .1 ..OhioUniversit>
Alpha Kappa Zeta. .Wabash College
Alpha Nu Zeta W cstern Reserve Universit)
Alpha Rho Zeta Colby College
Alpha Psi Zeta . .University of Washington
Gamma Alpha Zeta University of Akron
Gamma Gamma Zeta
laiumni Copters
I niversity of Cincinnat
Boston Providence Worcester
New York Philadelphia WlLKESBARRE
Albany Portland Birmingham
Atlanta Chicago Indianapolis
San Francisco St. Louis Buffalo
w: ^YKz^RY' Gmsy
ta Ztta of lamfaba (Hfti Slpfja
Sonorarp Stppmhrr
Royal Linfield Wales
Roy Porter Call
Horace Wilbur Clarke
John Foster Holmes
RrDoi.rii Horton Kohlberg
Dor(,LAS Blvkridge Seabury
William Theodore Tweedell
Henry Frederick Baacke
Edmund Cecil Eastwood
1921
Milton Warren Gardiner
Isaac Willard Smith
Arlo Gordon Adams
Arvid Simmons Anderson
Edwin Harold Coker
Harry Smith Deuciiar
Charles Sidney Gardiner
1022
Atwell Mowry Manning
Clarence Fuller Marshall
Wade Allen Morehouse
Lyndon Russell Rhodes
F.dward Joseph Sullivan
Frederick Allen Turner, Jr.
Vaslet Little Howe
Everett Cunningham Neill
Alfred Oscar Schljltz
Richard Norman Salisbury
1923
Raymond K.iri.l Siu^
George Lek I'arki-r
George Frank Swai
Phillip Leo Walsh
Frank Raymond Witham
-"< ~i-'^ ^-'r
^^^t?
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fotindfd at tl)c Collcsf ot tftt Citp ot jUcto gork. 1902
:actibr C{iaptrr0
Alpha ClIeL'eCit) ,.f New \-ork
Beta . .C,,lii,l,la University
Epsilon . C,,rii<'ll University
Eta . Ulliver>ity ,,f Pell^^ Ivania
Theta Peniisvlvatii.-i State C,,llcgc
Zeta. . UiiiveiMlvof I'ln^l.urgh
Iota . . . l)ici<iiiM.,i C,, liege
Kappa .New \,l University
Lambda Rutgers
.Mu, . Univei-.Mly.if Georgia
Nu.... Univei-Ml; , ,f Mi./inia
Xi . , ;<-,,rL,ia P,,l\leeli,iic Institute
Omicron
Pi ,
Tufts College
1 ,^^erslly of Maine
Rho.. Rhode Uland State College
Tau . . \labama Polytechnic Institute
Upsilon . C< iiinecticut Agricultural College
Phi -Carnegie Institute of Technology
Chi Syracuse University
jaiumni Cljaptrre
New York Philadelphia Atlanta
Pittsburg Providence Boston
Washington, D. C.
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aai)o Ctjapter of $i)i Cpsfilon $t
l^onorarp S^tmticr
C. Lester Coggins
1920
Samuel Harry Cohen Leonard James Kwasha
Samuel Joseph Levy Loi:is Stillman
Nathan Torgan, Jr.
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lionorarp f-ratctnitp
jFotindrB at Mnibrroitp ot ajainr. IS97
attibf Cftaptcrs
University of Maine
University of Tennessee
Pennsylvania State College
Massachusetts .Agricultural Coll
Delaware College
Iowa State College
University of Florida
University of Nevada
Rhode Island State College
North Dakota Agricultural College
University of Nebraska
Georgia School of Technology
.Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Kansas State Agricultural College
Arizona
Syracuse University
New Mexico
Washington
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iai)t Stappa 0l)i
Herman Churchill
George E. Adams
Philip H. Wessels
President
Sccrclary
JFacultp a^nnbrrs
Dr. Howard R!dwards
Professor John Barlow
Professor George \i. Adams
Mr. Andrew Edward Stene
Professor Samuel H. Webste
Professor Royal L. Wales
Dr. Burt L. Hartwell
Professor Herman Churchill
Dr. Philip B. Hadley
Professor Howland Burdick
Mr. Philip H. Wessels
Mr. Wayland M. Burgess
Joseph Wansker
C(a00 of 1018
Jamks J. Devine
Daniel D. Cargill
Priscilla D. Smith
CU00 Of 1019
Edward L. Carpenter
Wayland M. Burgess
Albert A. Thornton
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^olpgon interfraternitp ^otietp
Ul)o Iota l\dppa
Frederick R. Briggs R.wmond C. LaPerche
John D. Wiley
CStta Cf)t
George J. Malloy Arthur Haslam
Richard C. Taft
Beta laji
Kenneth L. Northup Harold K. Wilder
Carl Edwin Fritz
EambDa 1)1 .aipi)a
Rudolph 11. Kohlberg Miltox W. Gardiner
Harry F. Baacke
adta aiplia Psi
Clarence K. Nordquist Francis L. Bk;gs
Charles E. Mason
'-^^1
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Alpha..
Beta anc
Delta...
Epsilon .
Zeta . .
Eta
Theta . .
Iota. . .
Kappa . .
Lambda
Mu
Nu
Xi
Omicron
Pi . ,
Rh,,
Sigma
Tau . .
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
^Igma iHappa
Jfoiintifn at Colbji ilollrgf, IS74
artibc Cljaptcrs
George W ashint:!, ,i, I ii
llliii,.is Wc^U'V.m U
He, Maine
,ith Alpha
ton, Mass.
-use, N. Y.
l,,n,D.C.
,;n. 111.
/ll. 111.
.Owing to ruling of facul,
.Uni-
w.
.\lij,llcl.iirv College, .\liddU
lniv,rity of Kansas, Lawre
|.,ckM, Ci.llece. .Medft
Leland St.,i,f,,id. |r. Uiiiv,'
. .. ,Randolph-.\la..,i, \\,.i,i.,n-^C,
nuthern Mell,.il.l I "
,. W,, ',.
bury, Vt.
tee, Kan.
rd. Mass.
-.ity. C.il.
\cr
laiumni Ctiaptcts
Waterville, Me. Central New York, Syracuse
Portland Puget Sound
Boston Los Angeles
New York City Worcester
Washington, D. C. Kansas City
Bloo.mington, III. Westers New ^'oRK. BuFfAi.o
Colorado Chicago
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PattoncsseiS
Mrs. Howard Edwards
Mrs. William Joseph Whalen
Jfacultp 9pembec
Miss Helen Peck
1920
Louise Elmore Damon Emily Catherine Campbell
Mildred Eliz.-\beth Edwards Elizabeth Stillman
Ada Elizabeth Whitford
Flora McPherson Anderson
Mary Catherine Campbell
Rose Mary Carr
K,\the
1921
Bertha Isabelle Hughes
Esther Lucile Kohlberg
Grace Ethel Mooney
VE Harriet Wheeler
Betty Westall Hav
Ruby Arden Hoxsif:
1922
r Dorothy Louise Murray
Martha Stedman Smith
Helen Louise Tabor
Alzada Arnold
Ella Louise Bowe
Miriam Ayer Cargil
Marion Louise Cook
Doris Beatrice Datson
1923
Mary Belding Leighton
Florence Irene AIcCoid
Martha Weaver Robinson
Elizabeth Edson Shedd
Ella Hulda Staf
2-^^$^
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(i^micron Slpfia ^Ipfja
Patroncggrs
j\Irs. John Barlow
Mrs. Walton Scott
^onotars St^rmbet
Miss Lucy Tucker
1920
Louise Baker Elsie La Tiiackray
Esther Wilhelmina .ON AmyAnnk WniTIORD
1921
Gladys Darling Gei Irene May Sheehan
1922
Elizabeth Ei.oise Cc)RR IsABi:i. Allen Regester
Helen Stewxri l|:.s^,f.nden l.ii.i.iA\ (;i..\i>vs Smith
Charlotti: .\Iw 1 1 M I'T .\Ui.,^ Ci.m.vsTew
Norma Doris Ki.wk .At.MA l.iNwooD Watson
HeiLEN Priscilla Harrington
1923
Ruth Madelin AbboTT Alice Helen e .Monsen
IvLarion Lucille Bae.BER Ri-rii ll,,iiMAx Smith
Helen Frances f.Ew IS n,,RI, PXRKIK Wi.XTER
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^anfjcUenic Sntcr^^ororitp Socittp
JfoundfU loio
President: AIildred E. Edwards
Secretary: Gladys D. Gerstle
Sigma L^appa Cmitron aiplia dipha
Mildred E. Edwards Amy A. Whitford
Louise Damon Gladys D. Gerstle
Mary C. Campbell M. Gladys Tew
(?>LLEG& in thewar
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31 iWilitarp W^tovy of l\l)obc Sslaiib ^tate College
The very foundation of Rhode Island State College as a college is dependent
on military training. When the college was founded the military department was
organized into a conipan\' of Infantry which, for purpose of instruction, was divided
into tu,, sccti,,,!-, f,,r Artillery Drill. At lir-t imifo'rms were w,,rn cnstantly and
mllilai) ciirlcsi w:,- niaiiit .liii,',], l.aUT llii- was cliaiiL'cd m, lli.n uniforms were
worn ,^iil> at ,!ii;i. i,J the \i>Ml,ry Dti!] v.:,- d,-,,pp,,l In, in the curse. And so
thr,ich Ihc >c.ir- ,\li!ilar^ I, .,i,iiL- li.,, I,n curri.',! ,,n even when the popular
senlitnnit ,,f ihr -n.d.'iit-, aii.l ,,ili,Ts h.i, l'cn a-aiiiM it.
It was not until the United States entered the World War in 1917 that any
real good could be shown to have come out of this work. But with the war came
a call for men qualified to train and lead other men in the fields of France. In
January ,,f that year a unit of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps was established
in c,,ini(\tl,)ii uilli the War Department. Captain Dove wh,, h;,il been in ihaige
of the nillilary work al the college was placed at the head of llils unit. In May
of the same year twenty-one of the under-graduates went to Plattsburg, where
they were joined by a number of the alumni who had gone direct to the first Officers'
training school.
' At the same time several men left for other branches of the ser
vice, such as the Naval Reserve, Air Service, and The Marine Crps. This was
but the beginning of the work for Rhode Island and In the tu,;, \'ears that followed
three hundred and twenty-nine men represented ihe college on the hill. Of this
number twenty-three made the supreme s.icillice.
Early in 1918, the fact that there une 11,, t enough trained mechanics in the
army became apparent to the War Department. Consequently j^laccs where
men could be trained along certain lines of work were sought. Tlu- c, .lieges of the
country seemed to be the ideal places. In accordance with the War Department
plans the college year 1917-1918 was brought to a very sudden close on April 28,
1918. Then followed a few days of active work for the officers of the institution.
In the time up to .Ma\- 7, the arrangements for the Officers' quarters, barracks,
hospital, ail, I ,ill, ,,,, ,.!},,, I,.,.! ,, I,,' made. Besides this mechanics from the
trades 1k,,1 t,. i- ,,,, i,,c,sl !.., \i ilii- lime Captain Dove was detailed to the
PlattsburL- I , 11, ,i,iLr and lils place as head of the military department
was takei, :er Major) Dana.
On tl,, : 2't2 men from New Jersey arrived and from that time for
eight weeks Ala|,,r I )ana and his staff of four assistant officers taught the men the
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rudiments of squads right and lefl. and the mechanics taught them the trades which
they were to use at the army catitoiiineiits t,, which they were sent upon com
pletion of the course. -\fter this unit li;,il cmplil,,! il- w,,rk it was followed by
another unit of 263 men f,.,, M ,.. .. 1,,, ,,,.. TJ:,- , , 1,- v, lii,], tl,,--,- 111,11 li-arncd
were automobile mech., : : . m, , ,: s^),
machinists (42), and bi ,1 -,- \fter
the second unit had c, ,,,; : . .,,;,,,,,,,!. ,,::,-,,;,.;. can
tonments, but 73 men seemed to have beotiie lost here, renialnlng until September
25. As was stated in the report of the Board of Managers the work was rendered
somewhat difficult by the failure of the War Department to make clear what the
men were here for, to be trained as soldiers or as mechanics. The Officers did not
want to neglect the soldier part of the training, as their own promotion depended
on their ability to train the men in that line of work.
Between the 25th of September and the 1st of I Ictober. ll was necessary to
make other changes in preparation f, ,1 the a,.Kciil ,,f Tlu- StikKiits' .\rn,y 'riainlng
Corps. At this time that was an entirely new biaiicli ,,fariiiy scnlce and was
intended to prepare men for the Central Officers' Training Schools which had been
instituted after the first Plattsburg Camp. Major Dana was relieved of command
and his place taken bv Captain Doheny, who was assisted bv nine commissioned
Officers from the Irarnlng camp at Plattsburg. The opcnliig <,f school and the
enrollment of the nieii lu the S. .\. T. C. was postponed ,>ii accuiit ,,( the influenza
which was so prevalent .it that time. However on the tenth ,,fncl,,her, 268 men
were enrolled and began iheir duties at the college. The dilli,nines wlih the
S. A.T. C. were caused by lite freipient changes which were made in the c, , urse hy the
War Department. No settled policy was determined iip,,ii IV, r the lust few weeks
and finally a plan to divide the students accordlti'j t,, aL'e iiil,. cl.issis eiithteen,
nineteen and twenty years old was effected. Ceii.,i,i ,,,iirses w, ic OLpiin.d ,,f the
men in each of these classes and the work was vei, iiikil,,i t,, ncil.i , , -11, _'e u,uk.
Some of the men left here and went to Central Oilicers' Training Schools in two
groups, one of which left here on Armistice day. Ot the men going to these camps
a few stayed after the .,\rmistice and obtained commissions in the reserve corps.
The larger part of them however returned again and began the new term on January
2, 1920.
At this time the R. O. T. C. was reestablished and Captain Dove was, through
the efforts of President Edwards, returned to the college as Professor of Military
Science and Tactics. During the rest of the year that followed several Officers
who had served in the army enrolled in the R. O. T. C. and assisted Captain Dove
in the work. He was also assisted by Lieutenant Wentz who was left here after
the S. A. T. C. in charge of the supplies. His work was not completed until the
middle of June when he had sent off the last of the remaining stores.
In addition to its distinctly military work the college furnished many men and
women for special war extension work in agriculture and home economics.
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army
QpajDcs
Harold Lincoln Gardiner with 1907. Cavalry, U. S. Army. Served over
seas with 1st Army, Artillery, on Staff of Commanding General, 9th Army Corps.
Frederick George KeyesB. S. 1906. Chief, Technical Division, Chemical
Warfare Service. Served overseas. Recommended for D. S. M. Gassed,
April, 1918.
Captains
Walter Putnam Alexander with 1898. Ordnance.
Benjamin Howard Arnold B. S. 1906. Engineers.
Wesley Crowell Brigham with 1917. 42d Infaiitr> .
Gilbert Ralph Cordin B. S. 1916. Quartermaster's Corps, Boston Depot.
Jay Russell Ferry B. S. 1907. Air Service, 105th Aero Squadron. Served over-
Ralph Earle Glasheen B. S. igi6. Dept. Light Railways, Coast Artillery.
Served overseas.
Burton Kenneth HarrisB. S. 191 i. 57th Artillery, C. A. C. Served over-
Clieford Dean IIindle with 1912. 47th Artillery. Served overseas. In
Army of Occupation, Germany.
Lawrence Fuller Keith B. S. 1915. Battery B, 33Sth Artillery.
David Raymond Kellog B. S. 1907. Ordnance Reserve. Inspection Division.
.Ai.nilRT EnwARD McIntosh B. S. 1917. Co. C, 15th Cavalry. Served overseas.
Wi:si,i \ Cliiton Mii.i.i.r ll. S. i,,i;. Signal Corps Officer, 53d Artillery, C. A. C.
and Liter ,,ii si., If ,,f Chief ,,f .\rtillcr\-. Served overseas.
-'\RTHt:R Jacob .Minor B. S. 1911. ist Battalion, Headquarters, 21st Engineers.
Served overseas.
Raymond Murray with 1919. 51st Artillery, C. A. C. Served overseas.
Arthur John Patterson B. S. 1912. 29th Engineers.
Malford Wilcox Thewlis Special student, 191 1. Medical Corps. Served
overseas.
Earl Walmsley B. S. 1916. Co. L, 379th Infantr)-.
LeRoy Allen Whittaker B. S. 1915. Coast Artillery Corps, Hawaii.
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Richard Palmer Ash with 1918. Pilot, .\\t Service. Served overseas.
Frederick Otto Aspinwall B. S. 1914. Quartermaster's Corps, Bureau of
Fire Prevention. Served overseas.
Paul Dunham Barnard with 1919. Co. F. loist .Ammunition Train, 26th
Division. Served overseas.
Melvin Hazard Brightman with 1918. Infantry. Served overseas.
Arthur Lincoln Clark with igi8. Observer, 24th .'\ero Squadron, First Army
Observation Group. Captured near Conflans, taken to Landshut, Germany.
Released by Armistice.
John William CRtKKs!i\NK '.v'l'-. t,,i^ :Mih C,,.. 7th Battalion, 151st Depot
Brigade. Inst , ,1,1,, r. R.i.ii., ,^. I, I, I I ,,!,
John Lachlan Daxeki.r wiil, 1,1,,, t.s .\. imIi Infantry. Served overseas.
Invalided home.
Edgar George Davis with 1913. Casual Engineer Officer. Served overseas.
Cited for bravery, during operations against the St. Mihiel salient, on September
12-13, I9'8-
"Iiaving worked all night in the damming of the Rupt de Madt near Riche-
court, hehasleiR-J ,,n with !
'
: ", :,.- liifanliv and, while under
artillery fire, ciistiucicl ., ,,riil],Ty."
Walter Brighton r)\\ is wiii: 1 ,, I i, ; . Ser\ed ,.\ erseas. Severely
wounded July 19, 1918.
George Howard Fleck with 1918. 1st Machine Gun Co., i8th Infantry.
Served overseas. Cited for bravery. June, 1918. Wounded in action, September,
1918. InArmyofOccupali,. 11. Germany. Awarded Croix de Guerre. Recom
mended for Distinguished Ser\ ice Cross.
James Thomas FiTZP.iTRicK with 1908. Infantry. Instructor, Central Infantry
Officers' Training School, Camp McArthur, Texas.
F'dward Grove Fletcher w^ith 1912. ib3d Machine Gun Battalion, 26th
Division. Served overseas.
Thomas William Freeman B. S. 1916. B. Co. 52d Infantr\'. Served overseas.
Curtis Wolcott Gates B.S. 1915. Co. A, 309th Infantry. Served overseas.
Harold Pearson Gibson with 1920. Co. C, 23d Infantry. Served overseas.
Wounded in action. October, 1918. Decorated with Croix de Guerre wuth
silver star. May 9, 1919. .-\rmy of occupation, Germany.
I Trie -yiCTDRY- grist]
"After the approbation of the commander-in-chief of the American Expedition
ary Force, the Marshal of France, commander-in-chief of the French Armies of
the East, cites in Divisional Orders: 'Lieutenant Harold P. Gibson, of the 23d
U. S. Infantry Regiment. During the offensive operations of the 3d of October,
1918, near St. Etienne-aux-Armes, showed extreme disregard of danger in going
to the succor of the wounded.' "
G. O. 88 Hq. 2nd Div. A. K. F. December 31, 1918.
"The names of and deeds performed by the following named officers and
enlisted men of the division arc published as luinL- u<-l! worthy of emulation and
pivilsc. i'irf: L^^'iHi-Kin:: ll.tmld I'. Cr
111 llu- aiiack <-\ ()ciMbrr4. Kyi^- ' Aux-Armes, France, led
hi^ ainipany in an av.auli upun a Mhmil'.v u n c.i inacliine gun emplacement,
behaving with extra. ..rJina!'> courage and coolness until severely wounded."
Frank El.mer Grkknh.vi.gh with 1918. 312th infantry, ySth Division. Served
Edwin Douglas HillB. S. 1917. 315th Machine Gun fJallery, 318th Infantry.
Served overseas. Wounded October 2, 1918.
Earle Joseph Hope with 1919. Pilot, Air Service. Served overseas.
Robert Willard Kent B. S. 191 1. Ordnance Department.
George Pryce Kimball with 1919. 301st Infantry. Prisoner of War Escort
Co. 233. Served overseas. In Army of Occupation, Germany.
Joseph Miller with 1914. Go. G, 73d Infantry.
Harold Quentin Moore 1918. Co. F, 38th Infantry. Served overseas.
Wounded by shrapnel and gassed, July, 1918. In Army of Occupation, Germany.
Victory Ribbon (Five gold stars).
Recommendation of Lieutenant H. 0. Moore for the Distinguished Service Cross.
"During the entire day of July 15, 1918, Lieutenant Moore, who was Adju
tant, 2nd Battalion, 38th Infantry, repeatedly showed the greatest personal
bravery by continually exposing himself to a murderous artillery bombard
ment to keep in working order the liaison units between companies on the
front line and units on the flanks. Several times during the same day, under
severe bombardment, he collected stragglers, messengers, etc., oganized them
and put them in the front line.
"On the morning of July 16, 1918, Lieutenant Moore asked to be allowed to
take a patrol to Moulins. Though the town was under heavy artillery fire,
he conducted the patrol through the town and vicinity, rescuing wounded men
and getting them to first aid stations.
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'Tn continualK performing duties that were not expected of him. in volunteering
for and executing most hazardous tasks, all of them under lerrlnc arilllery and
machine gun fire. Lieutenant Moore performed acts of conspicuous bravery and
gallantry in action, an unusual devotion to duty and set a high stand.ird for the
men of his battalion."
Clifford Brewster Morrison B. S. 1899. Sanitary Corps, U. S. Army.
Ralph Mark O'Brien with 1917. Infantry.
Milton Harris Price B. S. 1916. Cavalry.
Phineas Munsell Randall B. S. 1916. Field Artillery. Aide-de-Camp to
Brigadier General Aultman, Chief of Artillery, Second Army. Served overseas.
Henry Irving Riley with 1918. Pilot, Air Service. Served overseas. In
valided home.
Rust Scott with 1916. Infantry.
Hiram Jameson Smith B. S. 1910. Co. C, 503d Service Battalion Engineers.
Served overseas.
Fr^vnklin Hoxsie Springer- with 1918. Co. B., 165th Infantry. Served over
seas. Wounded in action, July 1918, again wounded, November 7, 1918.
Awarded Croix de Guerre. In Army of Occupation, Germany.
Elliott Raymond Thorpe with 1918. Infantry. Served overseas. Assistant
to Provost Marshal, Military Police, at Paris.
Theose Elwin Tillinghast B.S. 1917. Pilot, Air Service. Served overseas.
Captured and imprisoned by Germans at Valenciennes, September, 1918. Made
adventurous escape to Holland.
Thomas Victory B. ^11 : .\rtillery Corps.
AsHBELL Russell W i .17. Balloon Observer, Air Service. Served
overseas. Detailed! : uliural work in France.
^cconb Jtictitrnante
James Hilton Aldred li. S. 1914. I'ield Artillery.
Edwin Ander.son with 1914. Infantry.
Ch.arles Enoch .Angilly B. S. 191 1. 20th Engineers. Served overseas.
Harold Congdon Anthony B. S. 1917. Co. F, 167th Infantry. Served over
seas. Wounded in action, October, 1918. In Army of Occupation, Germany.
Detailed as student at University of Glasgow.
Henry Barton, Jr. B. S. 1918. nth .Ammunition Train, F'ield Artillery.
Allan Souther Beale with 1912. Pilot, Air Service.
Theodore Albert Benish with 1918. Co. H, 81 ith Pioneer Infantry. Served
overseas.
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Norman Harrison Borden-B. S. 1915. Field Artillery.
Ralph Ernest Brierley with 1919. Infantry.
Ralph Herbert Brownell with 1909. Ordnance Department, Reserves.
Edward J,vmes Bitiek 1020. Infantry lsl Co.. Ivjih Depot Brigade.
Fki;J)IRIci. W m i a ., Cmi.uiii. Sptci.i] .iiidmi. Pylo-12. Pilot, 48th Aero
SL|uaJrun. hlisi I>|M^ isicn.d W iui.-. S.iac.I I'.m.ini.i Z.uie.
Kk,\m. I.I.^XMHK I'llM'iN Hilh l.;i,,. R, .^ .,\ Klwi,c (.'.irys. Served In England.
l.i.oM, Rom Kl C'lovvi. wilh Ivl^. I'if.l. ,\ir Ser\Ki-. Iii^lniclur.
Caki. I.uaviih. Coi.i:m\s U.S. 191;. n.ih Cm.. 4111 l)e\ el..pnu-m Battalion,
154th D. B.
Cedric Hamlin Collins with 1914. 3d Battalion, 73d Coast Artillery. Served
Samuel Green Colwell with 1919. Aviation Section, Naval Reserve. Served
overseas,
John Jerome Condon with 1918. Battery C, 53d F'ield Artillery.
Clarence John ConyersB. S. 1916. (ibserver, i8th Balloon Co. Served
William Stanton Coor with 1919. Infantry.
William Dawson with 1918. 85th Regiment, F'ield .Artillery, Assistant Personel
Adjutant in Demobilization.
Earle Sumner Day with 1920. Pilot, Air Service.
John Edward Duffy with 1902. Medical Corps, Infantry.
Lawrence Knight F'.bbs- Two-year Agricultural Student, 1912-14. Ilead-
qu.^Iie^^ TrMi.i.. ^2.1 DIxI^Imii, i . S. Cavalry. Served overseas. In Army of
Roiu ki .ViLi.x Ki.us U.S. \,)\j. 534ih Engineers. Served overseas.
W.MiinDAMii I-.mfrv uitlii920. Pllot, .Ait Scrvicc.
GioiMi Ni-Kiu Fearn with 1918. Co. B, n6th Supply Train, Infantry.
Dean Blenus Eraser B. S. 1916. Pilot, .Air Service. Technical Section,
Department Military Aeronautics.
.VIiLTON Warren Gardner with 1920. Infantry. Machine Gun.
Harold Adino Gardner with 1920. Supply Officer, Air Service. Attached
to 134th Aero Squadron.
Lucius Warren Guernsey, Jr. Two-year Agricultural Student, 1914-15. Pilot,
i68th Aero Squadron. Served overseas. Promoted to Flight Commander
while on Lorraine Front, France.
Carlisle HallB. S. 1915. Field Artillery. Served overseas.
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Served <
Clinton Dexter Hawkins
loth Division.
Albert Sprague Hudson with 1919
Infantry.
Walter Colwell Irons B. I
John Louis Jackowitz B. S
seas. In Argonne-Meuse Drive.
Daniel Waldo Jones with KjiB. C. A. C
Leslie Arthur KEEGAN^witli i^i^^. I''li
Alfred Patrick Kivlin B.S 1 ,1: (
Wouaded in action, August, i^i^; iiix.i'iuli
James Edward Knott, Jr.wirli I'M'J- l*i!
Frank Joseph Lenox B.S. I'jiv Infanir
William Emanuel Lewis ^B. S. 19U)
George Emile Lussier ^B. S. igi6.
Daniel Joseph Lynch B. S. 1918.
Served overseas.
George Joseph MALLov^with 191 8. Coast .Artillery.
NuMAN Allen Martell with 1918. Coast Artillery.
with 1919. 1st Provisional Battalion, 1st Depot
B.S. 1917. Co. A, 30th Machine Gun Battalion,
v . Co. D, 26th Machine Gun Battalion,
S. 19
191
3. F. A. Observer. Air Service.
. Observer, 42d Balloon Co. Sc rved over-
.*..! F.ngineers. Served overseas.
I'iiot, Air Service. Instructor.
49th Machine Gun Battalion.
Field Artillery.
Co. E, 109th Engineers, 34th Division.
ved overseas.
Cyril Mercer May ^with 1914. Machine Gun, Infantry.
Daniel Bartlett McKenziewith 1919. nth Co. Discharge LInit, Infaniry.
John Edward Meade^B. S. 1915. Field Artillery.
William Wheatley Mowry with 1911. Sanitary Corps. X-Ray Division.
James Aloysius Murphy with 1918. Headquarters Co., 73d Infantry. 12th
Division. Served overseas.
Joseph George Nathanson with 1914. Infantry.
Joseph Elton Nichols^ B. S. 191 5. Field Artillery.
Clarence Edward Nordquist^ with 1920.- Field Artiik-ry.
Harry Oscar Valdemar Nordquist B.S. uyi;. C.i-i Artillery.
Charles Edward Perry with 1921. Co. C, 5ih Infantry.
William Francis Redding B. S. 191 3. Infantry. Torpedoed off Atlantic
coast, while on trip to United States from Porto Rico.
Philip Edwin ScoTT^with 1919. Field Artillery.
Albert Peckham Sissonwith 1920. Infantry.
Frederick Charles Thatcher Slausonwith 1919. Pilot, 1 ith Aero Squadron,
1st Day Bombardment Group. Served overseas.
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-Arthur Willis Suddard uiih 1921. Infantry.
Frank Edward Tabor- wlih uii^. Co.ast .Artillery Corps
Alexander Raymond Thomi'^ox wiili 1921. Pilot, Air Service. Instructor.
Anthony V'eneziale wilh h;;o. Infantry.
James Russell Walsh with 1918. Engineer Officer, Air Service.
George Lincoln Wauch with 1919. Infantry.
Earl Clifton Webster B.S. 1914. Infantry.
John Douglass Wiley- with 1920. Bomber, .Air Service.
Harry Benjamin Albro with 1911. 37th Division. Served overseas.
Horace Kelsev Atkins with 1919. U. S. .Army School of Aerial Photography.
Fr,\nk Alexander BoyceTwo year .Agricultural Student, 1916-18. Candidate,
Officers' Training School.
Edward Anthony Comukr -with 1910. C". A, 56th Engineers. Served over
seas. Wounded at .\n^l\ llici^. .Aui;ii>I. LjlS.
William GiRARD Ckomn uiih 1920. lu kl .\niller5-. Officers' Training Camp.
Henry Fales Daniels- B. S. 1916. Battery F. 307th Field Artillery, 78th Divi
sion. Served overseas.
Kenneth Ross Denniswith 1916. Companv C, 103d i\lachine Gun Battalion,
52d V.iii;U: ;(',ih DIvLh-u. Served nverseas.
Carrom \i ,.i s,, , I), k,i 1 uiih 1^,17. Infantry.
MaxGh.icmin uiih I, ,11. Jen-lsh Legion, British Army.
LaRov Grant HarrisTwo-year Agricultural Student, 1913-15. Air Service.
John Foster Holmes with 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
George Henry Kerr with 1918. Infantry.
Jackson Berry Lewis ulihioi'*. Base Hospital, No. 8. Served overseas.
Charles Everett Masox iviilii9i8. Co. D, 74th Engineers. Served overseas.
Frank Harry Meyer wilh 1915. Battery E, 55th Artillery, Coast Artillery.
Served overseas. Made 1st Sergeant at Argonne Front.
Theodore Andrew PalmerB. S. 1916. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Philip RibackTwo year Agricultural Student, 1909. 29th Co., Coast Artillery.
Served overseas.
Louis Rossi - B. S. 1914. Chief Engineer's Office, First Army. Served overseas.
Harold Burlen Smith B. S. kii?. 5th Co., Coast Artillery.
Joseph Wansker- li. S. ii,iS. Water Analysis Laboratory, Chemical Warfare
Service. Base Section. \,.. 7, Served overseas.
Howard Cornelius Wesselswith 1918. Motor Transport Corps. Served
overseas. Detailed as student to Birkbeck College, University of London.
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Corporals
Albert Stanley Cross with 1919. 45th Co., 12th Battalion, 151st Depot
Brigade.
Edmund Cecil Eastwood with 1919. Battery C, 307th Field Artillery. Served
overseas.
Oscar Eugene Hanson with 1920. Battery F, 66th Artillery. Served over-
George Merchant Harnden with 1918. Military Police 202. Served over
seas.
Moses Chrlstie Lowry with 1920. Co. F, 301st Engineers, 76th Division.
Served overseas. In Army of Occupation, Germany.
Henry F^dmund Medbery -B. S. 1916. Medical Department, Base Hospital,
No. 6. Served overseas. I)' i, I , uf Toulouse.
Ralph Langly Parker 11.^ Train, Infantry.
Served overseas. Detailed., 1 ' I Wales.
John Premowith 1916. 103d Field Ariillur) ILuiJ, 20ih Division. Served
overseas.
Carlton Webb Short B. S. 1916. Battery B, 103d Field Artillery, 26th Divi
sion. Served overseas.
Cited by Major General Clarence R. Edwards for bravery during the second
battle of the Marne, July 16-AugusI 4. 191^. "During the advance of the 26th
Division and other divisions who they ^uppnried iv,,m Jul\- 16th to August 4th,
during the second battle of the Marne, your gallant conduct and devotion to
duty in the field at all times and especially on July 22, 1918 while establishing
communications under heavy enemy fire at Bezu, was favorably reported by
your regimental and brigade commanders."
Irving Smith Tillot.son -with 1917. Headquarters Train, Rainbow Division.
Served overseas.
Vernon James Wilbourn with 1919. Headquarters Co., 34Sth Infantry,
87th Division. Served overseas; detailed to Officers' Training School, in F" ranee.
Pribatcs
Roland Gould ALBRO-with 1916. Battery Fi, 55th .Artillery, C. A. C. In
second battle of Marne; operations on Veslc, .VIeuse-Argonne Offensive.
Harold StuartArnoldwith 1919. Battery C, 25th Light Field Artillery.
Walter Bennett Arnoldwith 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Harold James Hall Baker with 1921. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
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Sprague Sanborn Baker with 1919. Cadet, Air Service. .Aero Observers
School, graduate.
Miles Baldw'IN Two-year Agricultural Student, 1913-15. Infantry.
William Mackay Barclay Two-year Agricultural Student, 1913-15. Motor
Transport Corps. Served overseas.
Lucius Charles Barrows with 1916. Master Signal Electrician, Technical
Section. .Air Ser\ ice. Ser\ e^l overseas.
Frwiis l.jNiiij.x lih.o^ ulth 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Hakoi.d Caki.ton Bi.oxiiAMwith 1921. Battery B, 66th Artillery, C. A. C.
Served overseas.
Frederic Robinson Briggs wdth 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Robert Brindle, Jr. with 1914. Aero mechanic, 225th Aero Squadron. Served
In training camps in England and Scotland.
Fkid Wti.i.i.AM Bristol- Infantry.
Rukuen W endell Brownwith 1919. Co. D, 426 Telegraph Battalion, Signal
Corps.
Lorne Atwood CameronB. S. 1918. Cadet, Air Service.
William Louis Carlson with 190S. 25lh .\rlillcry. Coast Artillery Corps.
Mark Anselm Cassidy Short Course um;-I4, 27tli L'o., Engineers. (F'orestry).
Served overseas. Instructor in Army LuhicatiMU Lummission.
Leo Lawrence Cei.la with 1920. Battery A, 41st Railroad Artillery.
F'.UGENE Chester Chmielewski with 1919. Infantry. Served overseas. Cap
tured by Germans at Siecheprey and taken to Germany. April 20, 1918.
Released by Armistice.
Horace Wilbur Clarke with 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Bernard Ambrose CoNNEi.i.v-uith 1021. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
George Hazen Davis :' 1 ;i ; HJldate, Officers' Training School.
Lloyd Warren Davis u : 11 Service.
Leslie Lincoln Dunham 11. .->. 1^17. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Wilfred Ross ICasterbrooks B. S. 1917. Battery A, 103d Regiment, Field
Artillery, 57th Brigade, 26th Division. Served overseas. Injured while serving
as motor-cycle dispatch bearer in France.
Clarence Bland Edwards with 1912. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Carl Edwin Fritz with 1919. Gunner, 8th Canadian Siege Battery. Served
overseas.
Edward Henry Gamble with 1919. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Paul Gardnerwith 1918. SearchUght Division, Signal Corps.
Irving Goldstein with 1919. 308th Field Artillery, Battery A. Served over
seas.
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Arthur Edmond Haslamwith 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Russell Cheney Hawes svith 1920. llaitcty \, I'ltKl .\rillUiy, lOjd Regiment,
51st Brigade, 26th Division. Served -x, r-t.,-.
Samuel James Henderson Tvvo-yeai l.iiL'iiiferiiii; Student. 1910-11. Co. B,
301st Engineers. Served overseas. In Army of Occupation, Germany.
Paul Noves Hillard with 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Charles Potter Holley with 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Henry Clinton Kelley B. S. 1916. Co. K, 23d lingineers. Served overseas.
Rudolph Horton Kohlberg with 1919. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Howard Maxwell Laity with 1916. Battery A, loist Field Artillery, 26th
Division. Served overseas.
John Francis Leslie ^Two-year agricultural student, 1912-14. Co. E, 409th
Telegraph Battalion, Signal Corps. Served Overseas.
George Edward Luther with 1918. Chemical Warfare Service.
Lester William Lloyd B. S. 1916. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Ian Philip Macdonald with 1920. Machine Gun Company. Officers' Train
ing School.
James Lawrence Malloy with 1920. Candhino- (iir,.,.n' Training School.
Howard FiARL Marx with 1919. Candidate'' i Hing School.
Anthony NicHOLAS.MiTCHELL with 1921. C, : ,' ns' Training School.
James Albert Mitchell with 1919. Candidate, otmer^ Training School.
Joseph Stephen Murphy with 1921. Cadet, Air Service.
Maurice Vincent Murphy with 1919. Cadet, Air Service.
Orville Duane Murphy Two year Agricultural student, 1913-15. Co. D,
314th Infantry, 79th Division. Served overseas, in front line at Argonne and
Verdun. Gassed November 6, 1918.
James O'Brien with 1921. Field Artillery Officers' Training Camp.
Christopher James O'Byrne with 1920. Battery D, Coast Artillery Corps.
Earl Geer Palmer with 1921. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Harold Charles Pearson with 1919. Cadet, .Air Service.
Charles Daniel Peckham with 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Roland Taylor Pihl with 1919. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Edward James Quinn with 1918. Co. D, 103d Machine Gun Battalion. Served
Lawrence Austin Records with 1920. Candidate, Officers' Training School.
Ernest Elmer Redfern B. S. 1917. First Ordnance Supply Company.
Homer Ransom Rowell B. S. 1916. Infantry. Served overseas.
Abraham Schuman with 1920. Egyptian Expeditionary F'orce. British .Army.
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\\altp:r Curtis Senior with 1915.
Isaac Thornton Sherman wilh 1921
James Benjamin SpENCER^with 1917.
Albert Stone B.S. 1918. Junior cl
search Divi-sion.
Russell Herndon Sweet with 1916
Division. Served overseas.
Richard Christie Taft with 1920. Candidate, Offii
Joseph Gardiner Tew B. S. 1917. Chemical Warfar
George Atherton Thatcher- with 191H. Ambulanct
Awarded Croix de Guerre, with star, Mav S, 191S.
Germany.
Albert Angell Thornton with 1919. Candidate, Offi
Nathan Torgen, Jr.with 1920. Candidate, Officers' Ti
George Trimble with 1917. U. S. Army Ambulance
Served on Italian front. Awarded Italian War Cross^
Harvey Robert TurnerB. S. 1914: 13th Battalion
William Theodore Tweedell with 1919. Cadet, N
Senior Wade with 1921. Cadet, Air Service.
Frederick Elbert WALKER^with 1919. Medical Corps, Hospital U
Served in camp in Ireland.
Harold Colville Warden with 1917. Medical Deparinieni, 19th Field Anil
lery. Served overseas. In Army of Occupation, Germany.
Harold Earle Whitaker -with 1921. Battery I'". 30th Regiment. Coas
Artillery Corps.
Henrv Alexander Whitcombwith 1920. Candid,
William Joseph Wii.e.iamson with 1921. Candida
William Havkns Wood with 1919- 101 st Rcgin
Co. 53d Brigade, 26th Division. Served overseas.
of 1918.
Angelo Joseph Zerbarini with 1921. Candidate, Officers' Training School
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Henry Frederick Baacke 1921
Leo Joseph B.\ttel^i92i
Dorald Dewey Beasley 1920
Francis Pierce Brightman- 1921
Wayland McColley Burgess 1919
Daniel Olney Cargill^I9I9
William Brown Carnie 1920
Edward Leroy Carpenter 1919
Philip Martin Carpenter 1919
Everett Adams Copeland 1920
Vincent Anthony D'Atri 1921
Edwin Baker D.'vvis ^1921
Albert AIitchell Famiglietti -
1 92 1
Harold M.atthew Fenwick 1920
Frederick John Flynn 1921
Whitney E.vstman Grekne 1920
Charles Tew IIndki rn i<jiv
Albert Henry Hnu.i^ i.,2i
Arthur Tuckkk Hni.Li v ii>it>
Howard Vernon Kenvon 1921
Leonard James Kwasha 1920
Samuel Joseph Levy 1921
Samuel Allen McKee 1920
Pasqualino MARTELLi^ig2i
Walter Webster Moore 1921
Joseph Edward O'Neil 1921
Philip Dewey Papalia 1920
Rocco Pezzullo 1921
Thurston Waldemar Peterson-
1919
Thomas Patrick Regan 1921
David Reid, Jr. 1921
Eugene Francis Robitaille 1920
Albert Micilael Rossi1920
John Joseph Skkowski 1921
Isaac Willard Smith 1921
Herbert Elmer Spink 1920
Art
Cha
'^21
W s 1921
Earl Wilmot 1921
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navy
icutcnant=Cpmmanti(c
George Guinness B. S. 1917. Transport Service. Executive Officer. "Santa
Elisa".
CEnsigne
Frank Howard BaxterB. S. 1914. Navy. Cruised to South America.
Carl Vincent Brucker with 1918. Transport Service.
Seth Atherton Caldvi'ell with 1914. Naval Reserve.
Bailey Jordan Cornell with 1902. Deck Ensign, Naval Reserve.
WiNFRED West Demay with 1918. Naval Reserve.
J.\MES Joseph Devine B. S. 1918. Naval Reserve.
William 1''.arl Dodge B. S. 1915. I'ixecutive Officer on submarine chaser No.
294. Naval Reserve.
Emmett Joseph Driscoll with 1920. Naval Reserve.
George Henry F'airbanks with Igl8. Transport Service, Naval Reserve.
William Augustus Flynn B. S. 1917. Naval Reserve.
Ralph William Gibbs with 1918. Naval Reserve.
Perry Horton Baker Hopkins with 1919. Naval Reserve.
Harold Mitchell Jackson with 1914. Naval Reserve.
Seth F'rederick Hadley 1.\(;erstadt B.S. 1916. Naval Reserve.
David Hood I.i\ i\<,st'i\ wlilt 1919. Naval Reserve.
Kenneth LeRov .\oktiii f with 1919. Naval Reserve.
William Randall with 1908. U. S. Navy. U. S. Submarine Tender "Alert".
Waldo Reiner B. S. 1913. Naval Reserve, Bureau of Yards and Docks. Served
George Edwin SLOciai B. S. 1913. Naval Reserve.
Oliver Hazard Stedman with 1916. Naval Reserve.
Mark Tordoff with 1921. Pay Corps, Naval Reserve, Transport Service.
Myron Griffin Tucker with 1916. U. S. Navy.
William Joseph Walker with 1920. Aviation Section, U. S. Navy.
William Harry Webb B. S. 1914. Naval Reserve.
Lester Earl Wells with 1919. 3d Lieutenant of Engineers, U. S. Coast Guard.
Harold Kenneth Wilder with 1918. Naval Reserve. In command of sub
marine chaser. No. 258, operating in European waters.
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William Emerson Angell- with 1921. Radio Department, Naval Reserve.
Alfred Gould Benjamin with 1919. Electrician, Naval Reserve. Cruised
on so-called "Mystery Ship", U. S. S. "Charles A. Whittcmore".
Manuel Serge Bloom with 1920. 1st Class Yeoman, No. 4, Base Hospital.
Joseph Powers Boynton with 1919. Pharmacists Mate, 2nd Class.
Albertus Bruce Brown with 1918. Radio Operator, Naval Reserve.
Thomas Clarke Brown, Jr., with 1908. Batidm.-ister, .\aval Reserve.
Harold Willi.am Browning- B. S. 1914. Chief Gunners .Mate, Naval Reserve.
Carl Amos BiRiiti K uitlii.,1'). In Mine Detail, .Naval Reserve. On mlne-
RoY Porter Ca 1.1 with \,j\'<. Pharmacist's Mate, Naval Reserve.
Ernest Alan Campbell with 1922. .Machinist Naval Reserve.
Israel Caplan with 1919. Naval Reserve.
Samuel Harry Cohen with 1920. Torpedo man. Third Class Gummer, Naval
Reserve.
Harry Franklin Crandall with 1920. Hospital Apprentice 1st Class.
Dalton Packard Grossman with 1919. Naval Reserve.
Edwin Marshall Deery with 1921. Naval Reserve.
Oscar Dougald Dickie with 1919. Naval Reserve.
Dudley St. Clair Donnelly with 1919. Naval Reserve.
John Vincent Duggan with 1913. 1st Class Yeoman, Pay Department, Naval
Reserve.
Arthur Carlton Farnham with 1918. Chief Machinist's .Mate, Naval
Reserve.
Joseph Willlvm Finn with 1920. Naval Reserve.
Albert Henry Francis Two-Year Agricultural Student, 1916-18. Musician
2nd Class, Second Naval District Reserve Band.
Philip Edwards F'reeman with 1913. Seaman 2nd Class. Naval Reserve.
Henry Stillman (iates with 1920. Quartermaster, second class. Naval
Reserve.
William Murray Gates with 192 1. Quartermaster, second class, Naval
Reserve.
William Rudolph Haas Two year Agricultural Student, 1912-14. Naval Cadet,
Naval Auxiliary Reserve.
Charles Gerald Hart with 1921. Seaman, Naval Reserve.
Harold William Hawxhurst with 1913. Pay-roll yeoman. Naval Reserve.
Patrick Charles Henry with igi8. Wireless operator. Naval Reserve.
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.Max Kaufmanwith 1920. Naval Reserve.
Howard Preston Knight with 1919. Electrician, on mine detail. Naval Reserve.
Served overseas.
Walter Knowles B. S. 1909. Machinist's Mate 2nd Class.
Raymond Charles LaPerche with 1921. Radio, Naval Reserve.
Thomas Maliff with 1920. Pharmacist's Mate, 2nd Class. Naval Reserve.
Transport Service.
Leo Clement Monahan with 1919. Chief Pharmacist's Mate, Hospital Corps,
Naval Reserve.
Chester Ravmond Xichols with 1921. Naval Reserve.
Fred Gavin Rm. ^tlhlgig. Pharmacist's .Mate, Naval Reserve. On Mine
layer in Nnrth S.M.
Malcolm Francis Room v with 1919. Chief .Machinist's Mate, Naval
Reserve. Transpoit S(-r\ ice.
Douglas Seabury -ulth 1719. Seaman, Merchant Marine.
I.ts,, R l,^^^n NCE SMtiH-with 1918. Naval Reserve. On Mine-layer, oper-
.iii.iL' ;: \-rih Sea.
El.mi.k f^KNtoT Steeves with 1921. Seaman, Naval Reserve.
Charles MacM.\nus Sullixan-with 1919. Seaman, Naval Reserve.
Jesse Cottrell Tefft B. S. 1K9;. Boatswain, Naval Reserve. On Mine
sweeper, operating on Atlaiillc coast.
Nathaniel Dewey Wells ulih 1921. Radio Service, iS'aval Reserve.
Arthur Wild with 1917. Na\'al Reserve.
marine corps
Captains
Donald John Kendall B. S. 1917. 7th Regiment, 59th Co., U. S. .Marine
Corps. Served in Cuba.
Samuel Eugene Lawrence B. S. 1917. 158th Co., 1st Regiment, 8th Pro
visional Brigade, U. S. Marine Corps. Served in Cuba.
.Albert Alphonse Leboeuf B. S. 1917. 49th Co., 5th Regiment, U. S. Marine
Corps. Served as Assistant Provost Marshal at Paris. Wounded in action
November, 1918.
James Hugh Williamson B. S. 1917. 185th Co., 2nd Provisional Brigade,
U. S. Marine Corps. Served in Dominican Republic.
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^tconD iLicutcnant
Vincent Case Young B. S. 1915. Pilot, ist Marine .\viation Force, U. S.
Marine Corps. Served overseas.
Cotporal
Joseph FinwARD Holler.in with 1921. U.S. Marine Corps.
t^ribatr
Frank Reid -with 1920. Transport Service, C. S. Marine Corps. S. S. George
Washington.
m. ^. $)ublic ^talti) ^erbtce
Henry Arthur Bartels -B. S. 1917. Bacteriologist, with rank of Sec(md
Lieutenant. Cantonment Zone, La.
Irma R.athbun F'dmiston B. S. 1918. Laboratory Technician, Bacteriology
Department, Camp Bowie, Texas.
Marguerite VV'hite Elkins B. S. 1913. Bacteriologist, Camp Hancock, Ga.
Bertha May Heath B. S. 1910. Laboratory Technician, U. S. General Hospital,
New York City.
Susie Stanton WoodB. S. 1913. Dietitian, Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, N. IL
gouns iMen's Christian association
James Baldwin Physical DiieLtur. I'. S. Army .\thleilc Director, serving over-
Lester Wells Boardman Professor of English Literature. \\ ith Khaki Uni
versity. Served overseas.
Caleb Belcher Flagg with 1902. Secretarial work. Executive Office, Paris,
France.
Reuben Wallace Peckham B. S. 1894. Secretarial work, France.
Harold Francis Thayer with 1914. Physical Director, Camp Shelby, .Mis
sissippi.
American Eeb Cross
HelenWheeler F'oRD B. S. 1914. Reconstruction and canteen work, in France.
John Kenvon Lamond B. S. 1907. Associate Director, in charge Home Service,
Department .Military Relief, Pennsylvania-Delaware Division.
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Siuininarp
Rhode Island men in service '^29
Overseas 135
'
.\l home 194
Army:
Majors 2
Captains i8
First Lieutenants 38
Second Lieutenants 72
130
Navy:
Lieutenant-Commander l
Ensigns 26
27
Marine Corps:
Captains 4.
Second Lieutenant. ... 1
Total Officers 162
Died in Service 23
Wounded in action , , 15
Cited for bravery , . 13
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S)tuticni Council
Frederick R. Briggs /'.
Clarence Fi. Nordquist / /'
Harold E. Whitaker. . .\. ,
Edwin H. Deery
SPfiiibtro
Trea.
1920 1921
Frederick R. Briggs Flora Anderson
John W. Cruickshank Henry F. Ba.ke
William Dawson Edwin H. Deery
James E. Knott, Jr. Samuel McKee
NuMAN A. Martell James O'Brien
George J. Malloy Harold E. Whitaker
Mm Kill \. MlRPHY
C 1 iKi -.^ 1 1 .Xordquist 1922
Kii/Af.t TU Stillman Edwin H. Coker
Amy -rtuiTFORD
1923
Martha Smith
George A. Chandler
Carol ne Tabor
embcrship of six, con-
from each of the other
sense of responsibility
The Student Council was organized in K/54, with a :
sisting of two Seniors, two Juniors and one represcntativ
classes. The object of the council was to foster a greate
in the student body.
During the past year it has been re-organized and the membership Increased
to twenty. The scope of work has been broadened, and through its committees-
executive, activities, judiciary (men), judiciary (women), athletics and social
room, and college development the council is able to exert its influence in all
phases of college life.
With the admittance of the women to the general council, the women's council
ceases to function, since its work Is done by the Women's Judiciary Committee.
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Trie^yiei^RY' grist
(3\tt Club
ILtatitt 93anaBtr
ROL \ND T. Pihl, '20.
SDirrctot
John B. .\rcher
Roland T. Pihl, '20
Soloist Slctampanist
GeoRGK W. W OOtl, -22
ajuartcttt
George W. Wood, '22
Laurence W. LaBree, '2
Urbain B. j. Lavoie, '23
3
Chester P. Cogge)!hall, '23
Roland T. Pihl, '20
The Glee Club was first organized in 1899, and has since then played a pron
nent part in the social life of the college.
During the past year several sings were held, but the club made no trips
was done before the war.
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lecture association
^reisitttnt
Kenneth L. Northup
l?icc=)3rceiiirnt
Louise E. Damon
&rcrrtat;='?l[tea0utrr
Fred R. Pember
(?illaet a^ember
Herbert C. Wells
JFacultp a^tmttr
Helen E. Peck
Program 1919=1920
November 5, 1919The Harp Vocal Ensemble.
F'cbruary 18, 1920The Crawford Adams Company.
The program of the year, though consisting of fewer numbers than customary,
represented quality rather than quantity. The Harp Vocal Ensemble was perhaps
the better of the two. The entertainers were accomplished musicians and rendered
high grade selections in a very pleasing manner. The Crawford Adams Company,
though not quite such finished performers, were good and gave a very interesting
and original program.
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Wi)t peacon
(Ebitor=in=Cbirt
Frederick R. Briggs, '20
Sl^anaging CEbitor
ll.iwAKt. B. Smith, '20
Idosociate Boarb
F'.sther W. Peterson '20 Clarence E. Nordquist, '20
Elsie L. Thackray, '20 Mildred E. FiowARDS, '20
IsREAL Caplan, '20 Henrv E. Baacke, '21
JlJetos 35cpartnunt
J. Wallace Peckham, '21 Irving Churchill. '22
James Kwasha, '20 Doris Kinne, "22
FiLizABETH Davis, '21 Clifeord Mosher, '22
Business apanafftr
William B. Carnie, '20
abbcrtisin? f^anastr feubscription i^anagcr
Walter W. Moore, '21 Marsden Earle, '22
Circulation S^anaser
Ci..\RENCE Marshall, '22
Trie ^VICTORY' GRIST
ebating feocietp
Howard B. Smith ....
Esther W. Peterson .
Amy a. Whitford. . .
.Presidetit
-President
. Secretary
The Society was organized and officers elected shortly after college opened
In Januar>^ 1919- Very little work was accomplished because of the fact that
College was so late in starting its actual working schedule. Under the pressure
required for the students to complete, as nearly as possible, a year's work in the
few short months, very little time was available for outside activities, and no
definite debating schedule was attempted.
Elizabeth Stili-max, '20 P'',-y'id,-nt
Louise Baker, '20, . , Iht-l'i: sidcnt
Flora Anderson, '21 . . NVr rc/ury
Charlotte IIaupt, '22 Treasurer
The Y. W. C. U. is an organization, the purpose of which is to further the
interests of young women students, both religiously and socially. Meetings are
held once a week, when some speaker addresses the gathering on a topic of current
interest. But that is not all. The annual reception for the Freshmen is given
in September under the auspices of the Y. W. C. U. and Y. M. C. A. A very success
ful bazaar for the benefit of the Red Cross was held In December. Fairs and com
munity socials are not among the least of Its successes. It can truthfully be said
that a great deal of benefit is to be derived from the Y. W. C. U.
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Charles H. Wales ... President
Milton W. Gardiner Vice-President
Daniel O. Cargill. Secretary-Treasurer
After the opening of the college in January, 1919, the Y. M. C. A. was organ
ized in as near the same form as before the war interrupted its progress.
For the first time, the local Y. M. C. A. provided some form of regular enter-
lalnmcnt for the student body, in the form of moving pictures.
The college was represented at the Northficld Conference for the first time In
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James K. Knott, Jr. President
Edmund C. Eastwood / /'' idmt
Albert P. Sisson ... . Sm-ctary
Douglas B. Seabi.rv . Treasurer
The Agricultural Club of the Rhode Island State College was founded In 1907.
This year it is organized with a strong and loyal crowd of supporters. The object
of the club is to promote agriculture and further the interests of the members along
agricultural lines. Meetings are held weekly. Every other mciiini: the club
presents a motion picture of some phase of agricultural endeavor, which i> iii.siruc-
tive for the members of the club and of interest to the rest of the college com
munity. At the rest of the meetings, members of the faculty and eminent agri
culturists have spoken on various subjects.
A "Heck Ball" was given by the club In April, which proved to be an Interest
ing inovatlon.
IS7
Ejjobe Sslanb ^tate College Bocittp of JMetfjanital (Engincersi
Horace W. Clarke, '20 .President
Samuel McKee, '20. . I'ice-President
Edwin H. Coker, "22 .Secretary and Treasurer
The Society of Mechanical Engineers was founded February 17, 1915. Due
to the war interest was lacking until this year. On December 2. 1919, the society
was reorganized and a new constitution was adopted. The (.hject ,,i this society
is to promote an interest in the arts and sciences connected with eti^'itieering and
mechanical construction. The principal means for accomplishing this purpose
shall be the holding of tueetings for the reading and discussion of papers relating
to the above subject^, .\nioni.' other lectures given this year, was one by Pres.
H. W. Clark with the ..iJ ,.l Mereopticon slides obtained from the F. W. D. Motor
Truck Compan\ . Tlir S.i^ir:;. it.i. iimi as yet become affiliated with the national
organization, bul tliis step may lie taken after the club is older. Meetings are held
the first Monday night in each month.
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ElectPlcal
Engineer
n
In 1913 the Rhode Island State College Society of Electrical Fingineers became
affiliated with the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, developing into a
strong organization by the spring of 1917.
Since the reopening of college the society has not reorganized.
Ci>^il
ngineer
John W. Crurksiiank, '20 President
Joseph O'Neill, '21 rirr-PrcsidenI
Joseph B. Byrnes, '22. . .s^vvw/v
Louis E. Pastorini, '22 .'I'nd.^i'nT
The Civil Engineer's Club was organized In I915. The meetings arc held
monthly. This plan was put Into effect In order that good speakers might be
obtained for the club. Men were brought here from the Barrett Cement Company,
the Portland Cement Company and from several other firms. The aims of the
club arc to acquaint men in the course with the manufacture of the materials with
which they are to work later, and keep them in touch with the progress of the Civil
Engineering world.
Cfiemiml
nhqineer.
Leonard J. Kwasha,
Carl E. Fritz, '21
George Luther, '20
James O'Brien, '21
President
. Secretary
In the rush of last year the Chemical Society was, like the most of the org,
tions, practically out of existence. It was, however, started in the fa!! nnd ha
doing very well with its bi-ueeklj' meetings. The Society Is f( [ ; , , \;
Chemical Faculty iiitercsu-d in it. Professors Jackson and I:
interesting talks hefore the Society this year. A new feature .1 , -
Librarian. His duties are to look over the current chemical maga/.iucc and lu
a resume of the Interesting and profitable articles for the members.
was appointed to assist any of the members in obtaining work either
permanent. The Society Is open to any student interested in chemi
the officers are limited to the two upper classes.
A Commi
temporar
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Planfect aCax Committet
.Arthur E. Haslam
Baseball Manager
Richard C. Taet
Football Manager
FIenrv F. Baacke
Track .Manager
Albert H. Holley
Basketball Manager
Howard B. Smith
Beacon Manager
Frederick R. Briggs
President of Student Council
Roland T. Pihl
Manager of Tennis
Roland T. Pihl
Manager of Glee Club
Kenneth Northup
President of Lecture Association
JFacult)> fiptnibccg
Marshall H. Tyler, Chairincin John Barlow. Secretary and Treasurer
Royal I.. Wales
F'red Murray
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Commanhant
RED S. Knight. Inf., C
Milton W. Gardin
Harold F. Kern
.A. Gordon .Adams.
&taff
Major
. . 1st Lieut, and Adjutant
Hattalion Sergeant Major
Companp Sl
Walter W. .Moore
Frank H. Totman
Peter L. Simoxini
Captain
1st LieulenanI
2d LieulenanI
Companp B
\'ernon j. Wilbourn
Vinal Hastings
Frederick M. Rhodes, Jr
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^cijolasitic J^onorsi
1918=1919
Jfinal l^onors foe Course
Dig!) I^onors
Daniel Olney Cargill Priscilla DaCosta Smith
tjonors
Wayland McColley Burgess .Albert Angell Thornton
Donors for tbr l?rar
drnioF
Edward Leroy Carpenter Ruhamah Robinson Nichols
Daniel Olney Cargill Philip Martin Carpenter
Junior
Whitney I'^astman Green Elizabeth Stillman
Frederic Robinson Briggs
Sopbomorr
Joseph Edward O'Neill Harold James Hall Baker
Charles Howard Wales Pasquale Martelli
Joseph Wallace Peckham
JFrcflliman
Irving Lester Churchill Wallace Irving Pope
Helen Louise Tabor Arthur Herman Fischer
Harold Edward Martin Edward Louis Godfrey
-Angelo .Mario Gencarello Joseph Bernard Byrnes
Edwin Harold Coker Mary Gladys Tew
John Philip Snyder Helen Stewart Fessenden
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lippitt %)an
Jfetjruarp 15, 1919
Committtf of aeeangtmcnts
Henry F. B.v.vcke, Chairman
Kcttption aDtcorationa
W iLLARD Smith James O'Brien
Snbitations ano programs
Frederick J. Flynn
KttrrsSments a^usit
E. Lucile Kohlberg Rose Mary Carr
floor
HaROLD E. W HITAKER
Patronesaes
.Mrs. Howard Edwards Mrs. John Barlow
Mrs. Marshall Tyler Mrs. Frederick Walker
Mrs, Samuel Webster Mrs. Lillian Peppard
JLippitt J^all 2, 1919
Committee
Lieut. John Cruicksiiaxk, Inf., V. S. R., Chairman
deception anb finance Sl^uoic
Lieut. Milton CIardinkr, Inf., U.S.R. Lieut. Ralph V.. Brierly, Inf., U.S.R.
Unbitationa anb Programs
Lieut. Clarence .Nordquist, F. A., V. S. R.
Kefresliments floor
Lieut. Francis Johnson, R. O. T. C. Lieut. Harold I-i. Whitaker, R.O.T.C.
SDecorations
Lieut. John J. Condon, F. A., U. S. K.
Lieut. Leslie S. Fletcher, Inf., I.'. S. R.
Patronesses
Mrs. Howard Edwards .\Iks. Wilbur E. Dove
Mrs. Royal L. Wales Mrs. John Barlow
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Commencement JIall
ILippitt l^all 3junc 30, 1919
Committee of arrangements
J. DoU(a.ASS WlLEV, Chairman
IGUtrption Programs
Mil DRED Fi. Edwards Clarence V.. .Xordquist
Milton W. Gardiner, Jr.
SDeeorations
Albert P. Sisson
Krfresfimtnts 9?usic
How ARD B. Smith
floor
Ro landT. Pun.
John J. Cruickshax
finance
K
FMILY C. Cami.hi.:i.
Patronesses
.Mrs Howard F^dwards .Mrs Calvin L. Coggins
Mrs Royal L. Wales Miss Lucy C . Tucker
Mrs Samuel H. Webster
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If the price of a Grist you can't afford
Why stay here for room and board?
On college life don't spend your "kale"
Vou want education through the mail.
Wiist Cracfe0 jFrom S)cience
Dr. Jaeck:- Have we a verb in toda> 's lesson, and if so what it it.'
Webster: Ves, dire.
Thornton Sherman (in history class): He was shot and then went home.
Prof. Coggins (in Physics class): How many have had Trig?
Co-ed (spokesman for twelve Sophs who do not raise hands): We took music
instead.
Prof. C. (pacing floor) : Music!! Great guns! What am I going to do?
Length and Breadth Cecil and Tessie at the leap year dance.
Buggy: What is cartilage?
TiTCHENER (diligently turning pages of text book): I couldn't can't find it
in the book.
First Cootie: Been on a vacation?
Second Cootie: No! Been on a tramp.
Buggy in Zoo X:Where do bugs go in the winter?
Stude: Search me.
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I'kexv: What is a single uax:
Ken.: .'\ tax on unmarried people.
The Senior and Junior girls since taking Chem. X have become ladies. Is it
possible? ?
He (passionately):- I lay my heart at your feet.
She (coldly) : This isn't a Zoo Lab.
Frosh (in Chem. I to chemist in charge of supply room):--One meniscus,
please.
Tip IN Calc to Tuzio: What's the answer?
'Fuzio: Wasn't paying a-tension.
Tip Tangent, that right.
Prof. Adams: "In discussing eye color inheritance in human beings, if one
parent has blue eyes and the other black, and they have only one or two children,
the eye color in the children may be anything at all, but what color eyes will the
children have, if there are a do7.cn, black or blue?"
Stude:- "In that case, black and blue."
Elje ^ail of an ^ggte
I took a head of cabbage and crossed it with a white potato and grew eyes on
it; then I crossed that with a cornstalk and grew ears on it; then I crossed that with
a squash and grew a neck on it; then I crossed the result with a cocoanut and grew
hair on it, but hanged if I can figure out what to do for a nose and mouth.
Trie ^viCTORY' gri^tIK, J'
0m Jfrienbs; on tfje Wt^t ^iht
Dot .M. (making fudge in Soph cooking);"Which end of this ihernuuncter
goes in the syrup?"
Elizabeth C. "I don't know. Try both."
K. Stillman:"I wanted to sleep out-of-doors last summer but my mother
was afraid of chicken thieves."
Mary:"I won't clean the halls anv more, 'cause Mrs. P. hired a woman
right over my head."
Lucile: "Gee, she must have been pretty tall."
Wanted:Elevator in Davis Hall to relieve the strain on the banisters.
Bertha:Do you know what this nation would be if all the girls went to
Europe?
Oulie: No, what?
Bertha: Stagnation.
.4lma: Say, Helen, may I borrow your purple sweater?
Helen:Sure, but why all the formality?
ALMA:-Well, you see I can't find it.
1st Co-ed:Ella Staf is a decided blond, isn't she?
2nd Co-ed; Ves, but she only decided last week.
At Chin Lee's an .'\ustraUan O'Possum coat strolled in.
Alma: Do you like Australian O'Possum?
Martha (anticipation lighting her eyes and hair); I don't know. 1 never
ate any.
Amy:He's the principal of a high school, and one of the best men R. 1. C.
ever put out.
Ruth A: Why did they put him out?
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i. . ^
1920 Specials!
Mary (with shitTtmying knees):Clarence, will you go to the leap year ball
with me?
Clarence: (stuttering): Why! O-Oh! Ves, I'll go, but don't take leap 5'ear
too seriously.
Social Lion (at leap year ball): The floor's great, isn't it?
Co-ed:Why don't you dance on it, then?
Co-ed (at leap year ball): .May I have this dance?
Ed: I'm sorry, but I have the next nine taken. You may have the tenth,
though.
Mlaltj. iJDnf &tep or for tCrot
Betty; .\rc you going to the Military:
Kidd Jazz Holly: Nope! Couldn't get a girl.
Betty: I'll date you with a waste basket, if you want to go.
Marshall:- -She's a rather indifferent dancer, don't you think?
ScHULTZ: How's that?
Marshall:She's neither with you nor against you!
Stude:May I have the next dance?
Co-ed: Surely. I might as well dance with you as a matter of self-pro
tection, because you've been bumping into me all evening.
17s
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Campus lal)
Soph; I low many subjects are you carrying?
Freshie: -Oh! I'm carrying two and dragging four!
Ken: Dear, I've had something trembling on my lips for some time now and
Lou:Oh, Ken, how I do hate those little mustaches. Take it right off.
1923: Why do Betty and Martha walk around the campus?
Wise 1922 Because their feet are inclined to move in circles.
Brownie had a broken tail. Every dog has his day, you know, but Brownie
had his week-end.
Corp: Why is it wrong to drop your rifle on you toe?
Buck: Just think of the consequence man! It might result in crushing
defeat.
The class of 1920 goes to heaven. In answer to their knock St. Peter asks;
"Did you know the class of 1921 ?"
Chorus of groans. "\'es."
".Ml right," quoth St. Peter, "come in. You've had your hell on earth."
Swahin; Where were you last night?
Shine;- 1 had to decorate the hall for the dance (wall flower?)
iMrs. Prexy;Helen, do you know who that big man is?
Helen Tucker: I don't know who he is but he works in my Aunt Lucy's
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I^isie anb ^fjine
Prof. Churchill's crowded classroom: "Come in girls, I guess we can all
squeeze in here."
History Class. Prof.: -Which of the pictures were you most interested In?
Ri;bv: I liked the men the best.
Hank: What benefit Is derived from public speaking and debating?
Earle; It makes a person lose "consciousness".
Turkey: -I see you have the emblem of the new sorority.
Doris : (coughing) Why ?
T."-You have the grippe.
Bud: Time must hang heavily on your hands.
Ella B.:-Why?
Bud:^ Well, you wear such a large wrist watch.
Prof, showing an enormous map of the war zone: "Er, you see this was, -er,-
is, ~er- the location ofGermany." A tiny specimen, escaped from the zoo lab.,
plods across the map^ "And here we have a British tank," quoth the merry Prof.
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(higgles;
Mrs. Pep, to an enthusiastic class of amateur dressmakers (close unto the
eating hour):^Now we will take our shears and cut some scallops.
Freshie, absent-mindedly: -Are we going to have them again? We had them
for luncheon only yesterday!
Miss Bemis, in foods class:What happens when heat and moisture are
applied to cellulose?
Dot M., promptly: It grows!
In their spinsterhood days, life was grim,
It was lacking In ginger and vim
Xow the girls sprint away.
In an athletic way.
When they're late for their meeting with "gym".
A klumsy ko-ed in the kitchen dropped a dish, smashing II to bits, then aptly
remarked, "A fine piece of work!"
Rom:, listening to Columbia records in Davis Hall: I understand every word
in that song except one.
Elizabeth, innocently: And which one is that?
Grace:^Do you know the story of the two men?
Cecil:- No, what is it?
Grace, making a getaway: He! he!
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#rinsi
Rope: What time is it, Baldy? I've a bid to go to Davis and my watch isn't
going.
Baldy:It's too bad she didn't invite your watch too.
Hungry Scullion: Say, Fred, are there any seconds?
Briggs: Ves- sixty in a minute!
BE.iM: I hear you were out after twelve last night.
Wamp:- Oh, no, indeed. I was only out after one.
Holburn;Do you know who hit Pridey with that bag of water?
Chappie; No!
Holburn: It hasn't leaked out yet.
Shine:Look here, you Co-ed librarians, let me give you a piece of my mind!
Amy: Won't it be robbing you?
Chef:Why are Joe Nedo's teeth like Bill Carney?
John: Spring it.
Chef;They are out every night.
Louie:- Did you know that Jim Holden puts a watch under his pillow every
night?
Yarvo: No! Why?
Louie: Because he likes to sleep overtime.
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Now maybe you are witty,
Or have some clever tho't
At least we know you're gritty
And don't take jokes to heart.
Such brilliant recitations
We really had to use,
And humorous quotations,
The readers to amuse.
You'll show the R. I. College,
By being just the "goat,"
It takes a lot of courage.
To let the GRIST misquote.
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MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY
The fellows at this college
Who think that they're so fine
Should dress up on the campus
As well as down the line.
It seems to be thought clever
To wear the muddiest boots,
Trick hats and old torn sweaters.
Instead of decent suits.
They say we don't appreciate
The men that we have here,
Because we don't serve feeds
At Davis Hall this year.
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MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY (Concluded)
Now please don't think it horrid,
Because of this poor rhyme,
But try and make improvement
There's still a lot of time.
Give up the haled practice
Of calling us bynames
Of "Lu-lu" and *'GoriIla"
And "Ephuses" and "Janes".
You're old enough to realize
How gentlemen should act,
But we have had no evidence
Of this important fact!
C. R. M.
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ALL TRUTH; NO POETRY
(With apologies to C. R. M.)
It the girls around this college
Want the men to think them fine,
Let them treat us on the campus
As the girls do down the line.
They speel about our cleverness,
And the way we wear our clothes;
Where their dope on fashions comes from,
Duff-Gordon only knows.
They think we don't appreciate
The girls that we have here.
We're down the line on Friday night
When they hold a dance up here.
Continued on Page IX
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ALL TRUTH; NO POETRY i Continued)
But do you treat us fairly
When a stranger hits the hall?
Vou cut us without thinking;
VVe shouldn't mind at all.
We hardly think it's shouted,
Thci' wc kiKiu- thai Miu're the dob;
In fait y(,u .all -well, iiUK'ht get by
In any crowd or mob.
Don't give us a chance to rag )'ou,
In the dorm or dining hall.
Those who hold their heads too high
Are bound some day to fall.
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Household Goods and Furniture
Tjhat 's Our [B"^'"^^^
WE INTEREST AND SELL EVERY WONMAN OR CHILD IN OUR TOWN
Sheldon Housefurnishing Co.
WAKEFIELD, R. I.
ALL TRUTH; NO POETRY (Continued)
Give up the hated practice
As the buildings you pass through,
Of never saying, "Thank you"
When the doors are held for you.
We didn't think it horrid
We quite enjoyed the rhyme
And thought about improvements.
But really hadn't time.
Now we understand your feelings,
There's no need to sing a song;
We know you're right about it
The whole wide world is wrong.
Registered Druggist
WAKEFIELD. R. 1.
" "T^^he 'Druggist who lories to 'Please
National Wholesale Grocery Co.
OF RHODE ISLAND
184-186 Kinsley Avenue
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Sole Distributors of Occident Flour
Preston & Rounds
Company
Bootisellers
and Stationers
98 Westminster Street
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
JEWELRY
SILVER
WATCHES
STATIONERY
PICTURES
CLASS, CHINA
FURNITURE
ORIENTAL RUGS
LIGHTING FIXTURES
PIANOS, VICTROLAS
Tilden -Thurber
PROVIDENCE, R. 1.
'THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST'
This is an old Italian proverb, but it is good sense
in whatever language. We choose to apply it par
ticularly to clothing, and more specifically to
Browing, King &j Company's Clothing.
The lesson is a good one for every young man to
bear in mind when getting a new Outfit. With us
" Best" applies equally to theQuality and the Styles
of our Clothing as well as Furnishings and Hats.
Browning, King & Company
WESTMINSTER and EDDY STREETS PROVIDENCE, R. I.
1 he L^orlew 1 eachers'
Agency
RufusE.Corlew.Prop. GraceM.Abbolt.Mgr.
120 Boylston Street
BOSTON. MASS.
IVe want teachers for desirable
positions in Scinnce, Mathematics,
Agriculture and Domestic Science
at good salaries. Write us for
application form.
Compliments of
Libhy-Whetstone&Co.
47 Smith Street
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
Butter,Cheese, ilggsand Poultry
Unionj286
THE LEAP YEAR INVITATION
Arouiul the libr'y bench ihey sat,
She studied Knglish Vlll,
And he with visage, sour and flat
Looked up a long debate.
Then suddenly she dropped her book-
A cough!^ ^an upward glance!
He cast a question-laden look
She asked him to the dance!
PHOTOGRAPHER OF THIS BOOK
P'orl ra if
I 4- p
tJ 5
STUDIO. 489 WESTMINSTER STREET
Ice and Fuel
WHOLE.SALE AND RETAIL
T'rompt Service
Holley Ice Co.
WAKEFIELD. R. I.
W. I. MAIN
Jeweler and
Watchmaker
CLARKE BUILDING
WAKEFIELD. R. 1.
Belcher&j Loomis
Hardware Company
HARDWARE
Cutlery, Tools, Paint
Automobile and
Electrical Supplies
83-91 Weybosset Street
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
WE WONDER
One of our ex- ieutena nts tells of seeing a Frer ch soldier.
hisl rft arm cut off at the shoulder, walking along a street m
a demolished Franc 1 town An armv car, carrying a General
drew up. '.My good man,
' said the General, "how does it |
happ en tha you ha ve lost an arm and yet received no decora-
tion
'I don t know sir," replied the soldier.
'Even though you re ceive no decoration, yoi should at
least be a I ir.st Lie jtenant for the loss of one arm
'That s too bad, sir, b ut what if I lost the other also?"
'Then you should be rnade a Field Marshal." Therefore,
dran ing his sword vith a flourish the soldier cut o H his other
arm.
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Wright & Ditson
Athletic House
BASKET BALLS lERSEYS
SHOES PADS
STOCKINGS TIGHTS
GYMNASIUM APPAREL
"TAe Wright & Tiitson trade
marl^ guarantees the highest
quality in athletic goods."
344 Washington St., Boston. Mass.
82 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.
Kingston Trust Co.
1818-1920
102 years of service in its
present location. Large and
small accounts equally w el-
come.
Peoples Savings Bank
Over $15,000,000 in Deposits
A savings account ivilh us
willlalie careoffuture need.
LOWELL
High Grade Animal
Fertilizers
and
Poultry Feeds
Lowell FertilizerCompany
40 North Market Street
naSTON. MASS.
CAND\- TOBACCO
tKfje College ^l)op
S. p. SWEETLAND R. C. II.WES
SODA LUNCHES
foHN D. Peck, Inc.
Hay, Grain, Feed and Salt
Poultry Feeds
Dairy Feeds
FLOUR and FAMILY MEALS
216 Dyer Street
PROI'IDIINCE, R. I
Ballou, Johnson
& Nichols Co.
Nelsi England's Leading
Jobbing House
Glassware Paper Bags
Wooden Ware Wrapping Paper
Tin and Enamelware Twine and Buller
Dishes
l.lNOLLUlVlS. TABLE and
SHELF OIL CLOTH
128-134 Dorrance Street
PROVIDENCE. R.I.
A ci y guy thought c
Hel ore would k-arn to manage.
A c. w kicked nut th It thought one morn.
Pail,
Ay<
milk, and Aggie damaged.
uth brought up on toast and "Force"
Toteach came here o bone some.
He t ried the Education course, |
But
Ana
failed; he was so lonesome.
viatur came her , himself
Tol arn things scu-ii tific;
But 'rhermo" put 1 i.n on the shelf
The speed was loo terrific.
W. H. Gardner & Sons
Photo Engravers
ILLUSTRATIONS
CATALOGUES
ENGRAVINGS FOR ALL PURPOSES
SCHOOL WORK A SPECIALTY
63 Washington Street
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
BEST
IN
Paints or Spraying
Materials
Westcott, Slade
& Balcom Co.
Providence, R. I.
Scientific Apparatus
and Chemicals
BALANCES GLASSWARE
MICROSCOPES PORCELAIN
ELECTRIC OVENS FILTER PAPER
OIL TESTERS METALWARE
Geo. L. Claflin Co.
62-72 South Main Street
Providence, R. I.
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL
DRUG STORE SUPPLIES
RESURRECTED
Apparently the gold medal for extreme miserliness vill
have to be awarded to the commuter who, on leaving his \ ife
in the morning, forewarned her thus: "I may ha\c to w irk
lale to-night, so in order that you may not u>irr\. Til ]>li .lie
vou at six o'clock. But when you hear the bell riiiL', >li ll'l
answer itvou will know what it means, and I shall gel mv
nickel back."
Much to his annoyance, they were late for the ga lie
arriving at the sixth inning.
"What's the score, Fred?" he asked a fan.
"Nothing to nothing."
"Oh, splendid!" she exclaimed, radiantly, "we hav n't
missed a thing."
""ft -
; nteringthe
World Electrical
Ihe prra'Juate of today entera
world electrical- ,
Oatherod from the distant waterfalls
or jrtnerated by ttut steam turbine, I
'; power is transmitted to ,. (J)
'
isii'st city or the smallest I
\
jaimeralf/OEIlectiric
Fss^i^'s? C impamy la^^^ss .....>
Eijotie Mimti ^tate CoUege
IN TIME OF WAR OR IN TIME OF PEACE.
THE NATION NEEDS
Trained Men and Women Intelligent Citizens
THIS
COLLEGE. INCORPORATED UNDER LAWS OF THE
UNITED STATES AND STATE OF RHODE ISLAND.
OFFERS FREE COLLEGIATE INSTRUCTION TO
RESIDENTS OF RHODE ISLAND. WHO PRESENT FOUR
TEEN UNITS OF HIGH SCHOOL WORK FOR ENTRANCE.
COURSES OF STUDY -Agriculture, Applied Science,
Home Economics, Mechanical, Civil, Chemical and Electrical
Engineering, Education in co-operation with Rhode Island
Normal School.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
REGISTRAR
iSijoDe JslanD S)tate College
KINGSTON, R. I.
CONCERNING
0x\v ^bbertisierg
HIS BOOK IS PUBLISHED
LARGELY THROUGH THE
KINDNESS OF OUR AD
VERTISERS. IN ORDER TO LET
THEM KNOW THEIR INVEST
MENTS HAVE BEEN APPRECI
ATED. KINDLY MENTION THE
"GRIST" WHEN WRITING.
^atroni^tm abbertisers
C
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